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Supreme Court Provides
Employers Welcome Guidance in
Two New Decisions

She may not be an engineer and
she may not have a role in building
any actual parts or products, but
Catherine Ross received a flurry
of nominations for her work in
helping to attract and develop a
competent manufacturing workforce for the future. —p8

In 2013, Hannover will once
again become the center of the
world of metalworking, because EMO Hannover is one
of the leading trade fairs in the
industry. —p12

On June 24, 2013, in Vance v.
Ball State University, the U.S.
Supreme Court adopted a
bright-line standard for defining
who a “supervisor” is in Title VII
harassment suits. —p23

IRS Issues New Rules for
Association Foundations
Associations with related foundations that are considered to be
“supporting organizations” under
Internal Revenue Code Section
509(a)(3) should pay attention to
a recent decision by the Internal
Revenue Service. —p36
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Real control.
Real-time.
Real fast.

The E2 Shop System helps you manage your shop…
Anywhere… Anytime!
The E2 Shop System is designed with one thing in mind - to
give you optimal control of your shop by allowing you instant
access to all mission-critical business information from your
phone, iPad, Tablet or laptop.

With E2, you can:
■ Quote fast and accurate
■ Schedule the shop ﬂoor
realistically
■ Manage material eﬀectively

■ Track jobs instantly
■ Ship on time, every time
■ Increase proﬁt margins

See why E2 is the #1 most widely used shop
management system on the market today.
Visit www.shoptech.com or call 800-525-2143
for a free information packet.
The Authority on Shop Floor Control.
Shoptech is American owned and operated
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Watch a FREE DEMO
at shoptech.com
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CHAIRMAN’S CORNER
ROBERT MOSEY / ntma chairman of the board

NTMA’s theme for 2013 is “Stewardship
of the Manufacturing Industry”. Our
four main focuses are; Membership
Value, Industry Advocacy, Workforce
Development, and Governance. As I travel
this year and visit many of our chapters, I
will be reporting to you all of the great stewardship activities that are occurring across
the United States.
In case you’re wondering, these
Chairman’s Corners are typically two
months behind. Since the deadline for publishing is the middle of the previous month
and it takes me a while to write them, they
are always a historical account. Thanks for
reading them.
In June, I had the distinct honor to
visit the Rock River Valley Tooling &
Machining Association, our chapter in
Rockford, Illinois, and attend their largest
Apprenticeship graduation in some time.
More on that that later.
After arriving in Rockford late afternoon,
Chapter Executive, Maegan Rozinsky, and
her husband Jimmy hosted a casual BBQ

Jimmy and Maegan Rozinsky
and many of the board members were in attendance. This was a wonderful evening and
it gave me the opportunity to get to know all
of them better.
First thing the next morning, Chapter

President, Matt Baker, picked me up for
a full day of shop tours. Our first stop was
Rockford Toolcraft, Inc. where company
President, Tom Busse, gave us a wonderful
tour both of their tool shop and the stamping facility where they stamp out parts for
the automotive, trucking, and agriculture
equipment industries. The tour finished
on a high note where Tom showed us their
largest press, a stunning 4400 Ton! monster
named “Brutus”. Seriously.

from the ground up with fresh, handscrapped ways and CNC controls. They
have become so proficient at this that it has
become a niche service that they provide

Dial Machine, Eric Anderberg, Malcom Anderber,
Bob Mosey and Jeff Anderberg

Rockriver Valley Chapter President Matt Baker,
NTMA Chairman Bob Mosey, President/owner Tom
Busse of Rockford Toolcraft, Inc.
Tom is second generation and is following in father Jerry’s footstep by being a great
steward of the manufacturing Industry.
Tom has been Chapter President and is
currently chapter Trustee. Toolcraft has
several apprentices in the program, two that
recently graduated, and are very supportive
of the local Apprenticeship program. Great
Governance and Workforce Development.
Next on the agenda was a stop at Dial
Machine, Inc. where second generation
Eric Anderberg led us around their plant
where they machine large components for
Agriculture and alternative energy industries. Many years ago, in an effort to get
update some of their older equipment; they
started rebuilding the machines themselves
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in addition to machining. Eric is currently
joined in the family business with his brother Jeff and father Malcolm.
Not only is Eric involved in the chapter
leadership as Legislative Affairs Director.
He is passionate about Government Affairs
both locally and nationally and participates
in the One Voice Legislative Conference
each year. He is a great example for
Stewardship of Industry Advocacy.
Matt Baker and I then went to his com-

Versa Tool & Die, Bob Mosey and Matt Baker
CONTINUED ON — p5

OPERATIONS & EDITORIAL
Dave Tilstone, President
Emily Lipovan, Managing Director
Editor
NTMA EXECUTIVE TEAM
Robert Mosey, Chairman
Moseys’ Production Machinists Inc. –
Anaheim, CA
Theodore O. Toth, Jr., Vice Chairman
Toth Technologies – Pennsauken, NJ

pany, Versa Tool & Die in Beloit Wisconsin.
Matt is in the process of acquiring the
business from his parents and is focused
on taking it to the next level. Versa Tool offers a wide array of services from design to
building of tools, dies, and fixtures as well as
fabrication and repair work. A very diverse
operation.
We had time to squeeze in one more tour
so we went by to see Casey Schwebke at
Swebco Manufacturing. Swebco specializes
in turning from very small parts that fit in
the palm of your hand to fairly large parts
that need a crane to lift into the machines.
Their particular niche is long blind boring.
Casey has recently joined the chapter board
as Program Director. We expect great things
from Casey in the future.

Matt Baker, Bob Mosey, Casey Schwebke of
Schwebke Manufacturing
That evening was the Apprenticeship
Graduation dinner where I had the honor
of addressing the 130 or so in attendance.

Herb Homeyer, Treasurer
Homeyer Tool and Die – St. Louis, MO
Dave Sattler, Secretary
Sattler Companies, – Sharon Center, OH
Roger Atkins, Past Chairman of the Board
MIC Group – Brenham, TX
ADVERTISING INQUIRIES
To advertise in The Record, or for information
on publishing your corporate newsletter or sales
literature, contact NTMA at (216) 264-2847 or
tbryson@ntma.org for advertising,
elipovan@ntma.org for editorial content.
Design & layout by Z Graphics
david.zablo@gmail.com
www.davezgraphics.com

NATIONAL TOOLING & MACHINING ASSOCIATION
1357 Rockside Rd.
Cleveland, OH 44134
1-800-248-6862
www.ntma.org
© Copyright 2012 NTMA
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Apprenticeship Graduation Dinner with 130 in
attendance

3 high school scholarship recipients

I can’t begin to tell you how impressed I
was with their apprenticeship program.
Apprentice Administrator, Don Williams,
runs the program for the chapter and is doing an exemplary job. On this evening there
were nine graduating apprentices but with
the commitment of the board and improving
business conditions, the program is again
growing. Currently there are 60 apprentices
in the program and they are anticipating 80
by this fall. Next year’s graduation should
be 7 but the year after that, 20 and counting. This growth is due to the 26 current
sponsoring companies and the anticipation
of an additional 10 companies this fall.
The chapter also pooled their money
and started their own scholarship program.
At this event they awarded $1,000 scholarships to three very promising High School
students. Here I thought apprenticeship was
dying. Not in Rockford! Great Workforce
Development!
The following week, the Executive Team

really helping them in their growth plans.
Next month, my visit to Kansas City to
visit our chapter there and attend the Skills
USA National Contest. Also Dave Tilstone
and I will be visiting our National Associate
Member, Mazak.
In the mean time, keep up the good work
in your own chapters and communities!
Bob at Rockford Apprentice dinner
Peace,
meeting in Cleveland for a business meeting and to continue working on the association’s strategic plan. Great Governance
work was accomplished there. In addition
to the meeting we were able to squeeze in
an official ribbon cutting at the new NTMA
offices (please see story in the July issue
of the Record). We also had the pleasure
of having dinner with leadership from the
Akron, Cleveland, and Toledo Chapters. All
three of these chapters are utilizing administrative services out of the NTMA offices.
This is a big help for these chapters and is

ROBERT MOSEY / CHAIRMAN

Grainger Builds on Success with Manufacturing Customers
By Lindsay Konzak

second quarter 2013 earnings.
Brown provided an update on these
growth drivers:
In the second quarter 2013, Grainger
(NYSE: GWW) reported sales to light manufacturing were up in the high single digits
and sales to heavy manufacturing were up in
the mid-single digits.
“Our continued success with manufacturing customers further reinforces our
commitment to add products and services
to best serve customers in this important
end-market,” said Laura Brown, senior vice
president of communications and investor
relations, in a podcast on the distributor’s

“The addition of more sales representatives, more products and more KeepStock installations are contributing
to share gain.”

• Grainger added 75 new sales reps in the
U.S. in the first half of the year and expects
to hire another 100 by the end of the year.
The distributor also has expanded its sales
force in many of its international businesses,
including Canada, Brazil and Mexico.
• E-commerce sales are growing at twice
the rate of Grainger’s other channels. For
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the first half of the year, e-commerce represented 32 percent of total company sales, up
200 basis points from 2012. (Read more on
Grainger’s e-commerce plans:”We’re Not
Close to Being Done with E-Commerce.”)
• Grainger added more than 6,200
KeepStock installations (its inventory management services platform) in the first half
of the year in the U.S. The distributor is targeting 10,000 installations before the year’s
end. It added nearly 1,400 new installations
outside of the U.S., primarily in Canada.
Grainger was No. 2 on MDM’s list of the
2013 Top 40 Industrial Distributors.

WE KNOW YOU
WHO KNOWS
YOU BETTER
THAN WE DO?
Whether you are a small shop or a large company,
the National Tooling and Machining Association
(NTMA) knows the workforce you manage
and the best interests you serve. We know the
valuable equipment used to hone your products,
the facilities you maintain on a daily basis, the
concerns you face – and we know how to guard
against them.
Designed by experienced, knowledgeable
professionals specializing in your industry,
NTMA Insurance protects you in ways regular
one-size-fits-all business insurance plans
simply cannot. From property, general liability,
equipment breakdown, commercial auto, worker’s
compensation and beyond, we work closely with
you to draft a customized plan that delivers on
your unique business needs.

Let the association you support take
care of your complete coverage needs.
Contact an official NTMA insurance
program representative today.
Jim Grosmann
314-409-3799
ntmainsurance@ntma.org

• YOUR INDUSTRY
• YOUR ASSOCIATION
• YOUR INSURANCE
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Director of Accreditation
Catherine Ross
Named to 30 Under 30 List
The NIMS is excited to announce that their very own Director of Accreditation
Catherine Ross has been selected for recognition in Manufacturing Engineering
Magazine’s inaugural 30 Under 30 feature story.

She may not be an engineer and she
may not have a role in building any actual parts or products, but Catherine Ross
received a flurry of nominations for her
work in helping to attract and develop a
competent manufacturing workforce for
the future.
Importantly, she is a strong reminder
that important manufacturing work
sometimes happens far from the factory
floor.
Catherine holds a degree in sociology from George Mason University
and is director of accreditation for the
National Institute of Metalworking
Skills. She joined NIMS in 2008 with
some old (dirty, dangerous) ideas about
manufacturing that were quickly turned
on their head. “It has been one long
learning experience,” Catherine said of
her time at NIMS. “All year long, there
are new advances.” She describes the
modern manufacturing facilities with
which she is now acquainted as “some
of the cleanest, safest facilities I’ve ever
had the opportunity to experience.”
Catherine now promotes the field of
advanced manufacturing to students,
teachers and parents, and helps to connect education to industry in important
ways through a variety of programs and
outreach efforts.
Her primary role at NIMS is over-

seeing the nation’s sole accrediting
body for training programs in precision
machining. Under her direction since
2009, more than 120 training programs
have been accredited and no less than
135 training programs have applied for
accreditation.
One of the Catherine’s important
“A close tie to local industry and employer and trade
associations can make a world of difference. Employers
can tell educators exactly what they need.”
Catherine Ross,

projects is marketing and organizing the
three national-level SkillsUSA contests
for CNC milling, CNC turning and
precision machine technology. “We’re
seeing more and more students in the
national contests,” Catherine said. “It’s
definitely growing.” She enjoys seeing
an increasing number of women at the
national level, which means they beat
out their male peers at the state.
She also coordinated the AMTsponsored Student Summit at IMTS in
2012, where attendance exceeded 9,000.
The event was designed to introduce
young people to STEM-related careers
in industry. Similarly, she coordinated
Student Day at PMTS.
Catherine also participates in industry’s educational events, through efforts
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such as Haas HTEC Network Regional
and National Conferences and Sandvik
Coromant’s Bridging the Skills Gap
series.
She believes this is important work
that can make a difference long term. “A
close tie to local industry and employer
and trade associations can make a world
of difference,” she said. “Employers can
tell educators exactly what they need.”
Through her varied efforts, Catherine
sees a whole host of things that can be
done to improve the image of manufacturing and make sure it’s a career path
that talented students at least consider.
Students, she said, seem most engaged
by 3D printing, robotics, manufacturing software and computer-aided design. If you can get a student to design
something in CAD, she observed, you
can attract them into learning how to
make it with a combination of technical
and theoretical training. Catherine said
her goal for the future is to continue
strengthening ties between education
and industry. Said Catherine: “I do plan
to stay in this industry and with NIMS.
… The longer I’ve been here, the more
capable I’ve become.” ME.

Rock River Valley Tooling and
Machining Association
Donates $10,000 to
Rock Valley College
The Rock River Valley Tooling and Machining Association
(RRVTMA) presented a donation of $10,000 to Rock Valley College
(RVC) at their 2013 Apprentice Appreciation event on June 5, 2013.
This donation will be used to provide improvements and new equipment for the RVC manufacturing and metrology laboratories. These
facilities, while used by manufacturing technology students, are primary labs used by all apprentices in the RRVTMA apprenticeship
program. There are currently 60 apprentices in the program being
sponsored by 26 companies through out the Rock River Valley region.

RRVTMA Board members presenting $10,000 check to representatives of RVC. From
left, Glen Leasure, United Tool; Don Williams, RRVTMA; Matt Baker, Versatool; Casey
Schwebke, Swebco; Ron Schulz, RVC; Jimmy Rozinsky, Spectrum; Pat Bye, Energy
Dynamics; Tom Busse, Rockford Toolcraft; Dr. Jack Becherer, RVC; Eric Anderberg,
Dial Machine; Stan McCord, RVC; Doug Mason, EWT/3DCNC; Rich Gocken, RVC

Dr. Becherer with RRVTMA apprentices in RVC Manufacturing Lab. From left,
Ryan Stewart, EWT/3DCNC; Eric Laufenberg, Versatool; Kevin Conery, Rockford
Toolcraft; Kevin Westbrook, EWT/3DCNC; Nick Deitmeier, Rockford Toolcraft; Dr.
Becherer, RVC; Shayne Barnes, Rockford Toolcraft; David Mandujano, Rockford
Toolcraft; Josh Hazelton, Rockford Toolcraft; Jonathan Lerch, Rockford Toolcraft;
Ryan Mowry, United Tool

Congratulations to BTMA
Members Receiving NTMA 2012
Safety Awards
Four BTMA members are the proud recipients of a 2012
NTMA Safety Award. Each year the organization recognizes those
member companies that had Zero (0) OSHA recordable injuries
and illnesses in the prior calendar year (based on OSHA 300 log).
Those receiving awards for their safe workplaces are:
BCD Metal Products, Malden MA – Karin Carlson
Boston Centerless Inc., Woburn MA – Steven Tamasi
Fitz Machine Inc., Wakefield MA – Ed Fitzgerald
Howard Tool Company Inc., Bangor ME – Marty Arsenault
Ed Fitzgerald of Fitz
Machine Inc. (l), accepts
his company’s 2012
Safety
Award
from
BTMA President, Marty
Arsenault, at BTMA’s May
29th dinner meeting.

Manufacturing in U.S. Rebounds
as Orders Pick Up
By Lorraine Woellert, Bloomberg

Manufacturing rebounded in June, showing gains in the U.S.
housing market and stronger auto sales are helping stabilize industry.
The Institute for Supply Management’s manufacturing index climbed to a three-month high of 50.9 from 49 in May, the
Tempe, Arizona-based group said today. The median forecast of 85
economists surveyed by Bloomberg called for the measure to rise
to 50.5. A reading of 50 is the dividing line between expansion and
contraction.
Sustained demand for automobiles and housing materials, combined with lean inventories, are underpinning orders and production at the nation’s factories. Fading effects of federal budget cuts
along with growth in exports as Europe emerges from recession
stand to further benefit manufacturers in the U.S.
“It’s a pretty decent improvement relative to May,” said Daniel
Silver, an economist at JPMorgan Chase & Co. in New York.
JPMorgan was the top-ranked forecaster of the ISM index in the
past two years, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. “The
increase in new orders is a positive for production.”
Stocks remained higher after the manufacturing figures and
another report showing an increase in construction spending. The
CONTINUED ON — p11
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WITH SO MUCH MORE
SPEED, POWER AND
FLEXIBILITY.
THERE’S JUST NO
LIMIT TO YOUR
ABILITY TO MAKE
WHAT MATTERS.

The Makino PS-Series has additional
capabilities you simply won’t find on your
current VMCs. Like spindle speed, power
and torque to handle aggressive cuts in
tough materials that reduce cycle times.
In other words, everything you need to
make more parts faster and at a lower
cost. Because when you make what
matters, that’s the kind of performance
that really counts.
See all the ways the PS-Series expands
your capabilities.
MAKINO.COM/PS

WHEN YOU MAKE WHAT MATTERS
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NTMA Boston Chapter
Recognizes Members’ Service
The BTMA honored the volunteer service of eight of its members following dinner and a presentation on mist and smoke collection systems by Fred Gabriel, Air Filtration Systems, LLC, at
the Marriott Courtyard in Woburn MA. New BTMA President,
Marty Arsenault, Howard Tool Company made the presentations.
Receiving recognition for committee service were:
For the Operations Committee:
Tim Martens – M&H Engineering Co., Chairman
Bob Graham – Yarde Metals
Bud Siciliano – SalemFive Insurance Services
For the SkillsUSA Precision Machining Tech Contest Committee:
Michael Pasciuto – Custom Machine, Contest Coordinator
Ed Fitzgerald – Fitz Machine Inc.
Andy Gross – FH Peterson Machine Corp.
(Not present but also recognized for SkillsUSA Committee:
Mark Merullo – FH Peterson Machine Corp.
Michael Creney – Mitutoyo America
Cory Hartwell – AccuRounds Inc.
Receiving Board Service Awards were:

Tim Martens, M&H Engineering Co. - Immediate Past President
(2011-2013)

Bob O’Donnell, O-D
Tool & Cutter – For
past service as BTMA
President,
Trustee,
Board Member

The Chapter presented Steven Tamasi
of Boston Centerless, with recognition for his service to the Association
as current National Robotics League
Team Leader.

Standard & Poor’s 500 Index rose 1 percent to 1,625.28 at 10:20
a.m. in New York.
Construction Spending
Outlays on construction projects rose 0.5 percent in May, led by
the strongest expenditures on residential building in more than four
years, Commerce Department figures showed today.
Economists’ estimates in the Bloomberg survey for the ISM factory index ranged from 49 to 52. The report showed 12 of the 18
manufacturing sectors reported growth in June, led by makers of
furniture.
The production gauge rose to 53.4 last month from 48.6 in
May. A measure of new orders increased to 51.9 from 48.8, and the
gauge of export demand advanced to 54.5 from 51 the month prior.
Still, the group’s measure of factory employment dropped to
48.7, the lowest since September 2009, from 50.1.
“As new orders and production continue to move forward, we
hope to see employment come back into positive territory,” Bradley
Holcomb, chairman of the group’s factory committee, said on a
conference call today with reporters.
Unfilled Orders
The measure of orders waiting to be filled decreased to 46.5
from 48. The inventory index rose to 50.5 from 49 and a gauge of
customer stockpiles declined to 45 from 46. A figure lower than 50
means stockpiles are being reduced.
The index of prices paid rose to 52.5 from 49.5.
Today’s U.S. data followed mixed reports on global manufacturing. In China, a pair of factory gauges fell in June, underscoring a
sustained slowdown in the nation’s economy as policy makers seek
to rein in financial speculation and real-estate prices.
Manufacturing output in the 17-nation euro area contracted less
than initially estimated in June, adding to signs the currency bloc’s
economy is starting to emerge from a record-long recession, according to figures from Markit.
Markit’s U.K. factory index rose to the highest level in two years,
indicating the recovery is gaining traction.
Manufacturing, which accounts for about 12 percent of the
U.S. economy, is getting some support from the housing rebound
as rising home values attract buyers, encourage building, and send
consumers shopping for furniture, appliances and other household
goods.
Construction Improvement
Construction gains in the U.S. and in other parts of the world
are giving a boost to industrial companies such as Caterpillar Inc.,
the world’s largest maker of construction and mining equipment.
“We have a construction business that’s getting better,” said
Michael DeWalt, director of investor relations for Peoria, Illinoisbased Caterpillar.
“If you look at the three biggest end markets – U.S., Europe in
general and China, with the exception of Europe, I think they’re
getting better but they have a lot of room to grow,” DeWalt said at
a June 5 conference “Europe hasn’t even started to turn better yet.”
Recent regional factory reports were mixed, with the Federal
Reserve Banks of New York and Philadelphia pointing to a rebound
and a measure from the MNI Chicago Report falling.
In addition to housing, sustained strength in auto sales is keeping factories busy. Vehicle purchases increased to a 15.24 million
annual rate in May, the strongest in three months, according to
figures from Ward Automotive Group.
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EMO HANNOVER

SEptEMbER 16-21, 2013
Hannover, Germany
your benefits
Good Reasons to attend EMO Hannover
ONE Of tHE wORld’S lEAdING tRAdE fAIRS
In 2013, Hannover will once again become the center of the world
of metalworking, because EMO Hannover is one of the leading trade
fairs in the industry. EMO Hannover is the only fair which covers the
globalized markets throughout the world - and it does so right in the
middle of Germany, one of the most important customer countries.
INtERNAtIONAl CHARACtER
Exhibitors come to EMO Hannover from all over the world and
from all segments of metalworking technology. With approximately
60% of exhibitors from outside of Germany, EMO Hannover is the
world’s most international trade fair for metalworking. Experts from
the industry know and recognize that fact - which is another reason
why no other trade fair can match the international character of
EMO Hannover’s visiting public.
HIGHESt INNOVAtION dENSIty
EMO Hannover’s exhibitors have long since aligned their innovation
cycles to the world’s leading trade fair for metalworking. As a result,
more innovations are unveiled here than at any other trade fair in
the industry - which in turn makes EMO Hannover a key point
of reference for the decision-makers in the production technology
segment.
IdEAl OppORtuNIty fOR COMpARISON
EMO Hannover is unsurpassed in the breadth and depth
of the offer which encompasses all production areas, ranging
from machine tools as the nucleus for industrial manufacturing to
precision tools, transport automation and industrial electronics.
And this draws the full spectrum of user industries to Hannover.
COMpEtENCE
In terms of the technical expertise and decision-making competence
of its visitors, no other trade fair can match EMO Hannover. And
this is due to the unparalleled innovation potential of productivity
and efficiency that they have come to expect. EMO Hannover is
the meeting point where the most competent suppliers and users all
converge in one place

EMO 2011 StAtIStICS tHAt dIStINGuISH EMO AS tHE wORld’S
#1 MEtAlwORkING tRAdE SHOw:
• Nearly 140,000 visitors from 100 countries
• 74% of visitors are decision-makers or involved in decision-making
• 2,037 exhibitors from 41 countries
• Exhibits spanning over 70% more floor space than IMTS
ObJECtIVES
• Examine technology used by European and Asian competitors
• Gain executive level access to world-class production and
automation companies.
• Take advantage of the global economy, weak US dollar, and
your productivity.
• Line up with suppliers from Turkey, Germany, Spain, and
others supplying your US customers and target accounts.
• Develop relationships with other leaders on pursuit strategies
and pursuit plans for building exports.
• Examine parts produced in your target served industries at
booths of technology firms.
• Make rep and distribution connections to continue your export
or key market pursuits.
• Create a short list of resources and connections to help you
gain the edge in building your global business development
capability.
• Create a list of marketing steps you want to take to make your
company visible and to communicate effectively among global
customers.
• Learn how global competition competes – gain ideas,
benchmarks and competitive intelligence.
tO pREpARE yOu, wE plAN:
• Preparatory conference calls
• Convey your business goals and technology to companies at
EMO in advance
• Arrange NTMA member events and briefings by key
executives and technologists at vendors
• Conduct daily briefings and connections at the show

If you have interest in attending this show, very limited time is available to make arrangements. A small block of rooms are available for this
trade show for any members wishing to attend. If you are interested in registering for this event, you will need to reserve you place by August 16th
with a non-refundable deposit of $2,500 for hotel rooms. A $1,495 for administrative fee will be due at time of booking. Dave Tilstone, president
of NTMA and Dan Bagley, NTMA Chief Marketing Officer will be there to assist you during your visit. The plan is to arrive into Hannover on
Monday, September 16 and visit the show on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. DO NOT MAKE ANY TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS UNTIL
YOU ARE CONFIRMED BY AMANDA. For those interested in arriving early, there is a weekend visit to the Porsche Museum in Stuttgart
on Saturday and the Frankfurt Auto Show on Sunday. If you are interested in visiting these events, you will need to arrive into the Frankfurt
Airport on Friday, September 13th and the hotel deposit for the weekend in Frankfurt AND the week in Hannover will be $3,250.00
To reserve your place, please contact Chris Moore at the NTMA with your payment information. cmoore@ntma.org.
Please note that you will be responsible for arranging and paying for your own flight reservations, ground transportation/transfers and meals (with the
exception of group receptions).
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Welcomes New Members
Beckett Gas, Inc.
Cleveland Chapter
Ms. Yvonne Muck
38000 Taylor Parkway
North Ridgeville, OH 44039

Gadsden Tool, Inc.
General
Mr. Jimmy L Hill
712 Natco Dr
Gadsden, AL 35902-0979

Resonant Solutions, LLC
Arizona Chapter
Mr. Dustin Whaley
2134 W. Cheyenne Drive
Chandler, AZ 85224

Bogue Machine Company, Inc.
General
Mr. Mark P Bogue
7401 Edith NE
Albuquerque, NM 87113-1201

Inta Technologies, Inc.
San Francisco Bay Area Chapter
Ms. Mina Doshi
2281 Calle De Luna
Santa Clara, CA 95054-1023

St Louis Community College
Education Institution
Ms. Jean Pollard
3344 Pershall Rd
St Louis, MO 63135

Cohio Mountain Tech Manufacturing,LLC
Rocky Mountain Chapter
Mr. Scott Johnson
92 Talamine Court
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

Micor Industries
General
Mr. Dave Ponegalek
1314 State Docks Rd
Decatur, AL 35602-2175

United Machine Co., Inc.
General
Mr. Tim McGinty
602 N. Hydraulic
Wichita, KS 67214-4226

Dalton Manufacturing
Boston Chapter
Mr. Griff Dalton
6 Clark Street
Amesbury, MA 01913

MMI Precision Technology , Inc.
Arizona Chapter
Mr. Lyle Rusanowski
8060 S Kyrene Rd
Tempe, AZ 85284-2109

Wagner Machine, Inc.
Akron Chapter, NTMA
Mr. Michael Wagner
5151 Wooster Rd W
Norton, OH 44203

Skills USA NIMS national competition dinner held in Kansas City
The SkillsUSA NIMS national competition dinner was recently
held in Kansas City with NTMA Chairman Bob Mosey as a speaker.
NIMS is the sponsor for the CNC Milling, CNC Turning and
Precision Machining Technology competitions.
The KC NTMA has run/supported this event for over 20 years.

NTMA Chairman Bob Mosey speaking at the dinner

NTMA member companies volunteering/supporting included:
• Crossland Machinery
• R&D Leverage
• MCC’s Business & Technology Center
(where some competitions were held)
• Haas Factory Outlet-KC
• TCI Precision Metals from California

Jim Wall (NIMS Executive Director) with George Crossland (KC NTMA & NIMS
Board Member)
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Anaheim Steel Fabricator Supplies Structural Components for
New Space Shuttle Atlantis Exhibit

Southern California-based precision machining and metal fabricator, Pendarvis Manufacturing supplies components
for new space shuttle exhibit in Florida

Just
recently,
Pendarvis
Manufacturing’s steel fabrication work
was unveiled as part of the new Space
Shuttle Atlantis Exhibit at the Kennedy
Space Center in Florida. Pendarvis
Manufacturing, an Anaheim precision
machine shop and fabricator, built hundreds of steel sub-assemblies that were
used in the construction of the 184-foottall replica of the Atlantis’ solid rocket
boosters and external tanks. The fullscale replica resides just outside the main
entrance to the new exhibit hall that
houses the Space Shuttle Atlantis.
“The solid rocket booster exhibit was a great project, one
that our team took a lot of pride in. ”
Brian Pendarvis, owner of Pendarvis Manufacturing

Thrilled to be part of such an interesting and meaningful project, Pendarvis
Manufacturing provided structural steel
componentsthat made up the internal

The entrance of the Space Shuttle Atlantis exhibit
while the steel structure was being assembled.
structure of the external tanks. Using
pieces of wide flange beam, structural
steel tubing and high-strength steel
plates, Pendarvis provided over 300 subassemblies used in the final assembly
of the solid rocket boosters. The total
weight of steel pieces Pendarvis provided
for this project was over 255,000 pounds.
“Because the installation was at the
Kennedy Space Center, the overall struc-

ture was designed by a Florida structural
engineering company to withstand potential hurricanes,” says Brian Pendarvis,
owner of Pendarvis Manufacturing.
“The largest pieces we provided were
the 48 columns which were 40 feet long
and weighed an average of 4,300 pounds
each.”
Pendarvis partnered with a local company that had the task of the assembly
here in Southern California and the final
assembly and finish work in Florida. As
each 40 foot long section of steel and fiberglass was completed locally, the structures were placed on wide-load trailers
and made their way to Florida by road
where they were stacked and welded together to complete the replica.
“The solid rocket booster exhibit was
a great project, one that our team took a
lot of pride in,” says Brian Pendarvis.

End mill for composites introduced by Sandvik Coromant
New tool extends the company’s successful CoroMill® Plura range

The new CoroMill® Plura compression end mill for composites from Sandvik
Coromant is certain to be of great interest
to any manufacturer machining carbonfiber reinforced polymers (CFRP). Unlike
conventional end milling cutters, the innovative CoroMill Plura tool combines positive and negative helix design to ‘compress’
the top and bottom of the component edge.
This minimizes any potential for delamination, a common defect when machining
CFRP and several other types of engineering composites using higher helix cutters.
Edge milling
The new Plura end mill has been designed for edge milling applications on
workpieces with a minimum thickness of 6
mm. It features optimized micro geometry
that offers six effective cutting edges for
achieving a surface finish (Ra) of well below 0.0001 in. (4 µm), in combination with
high material removal rates. Users should

Sandvik Coromant introduces CoroMill Plura
S215 for edge milling applications

keep the split-line in the middle of the material for best results. Also, remember that
when the tool cuts fibers going against the
grain on the top or bottom surface there is
potential for more splintering than when
the tool cuts along the fiber direction.
Conventional up-milling strategies are
recommended as these typically deliver less
vibration. Among the cutting data users can
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expect to see is cutting speeds of 656-1312
ft./min. (200-400 m/min), and feed rates
of 0.001-0.002 in./tooth (0.03-0.06 mm/
tooth) for roughing or 0.008-0.0015 in./
tooth (0.02–0.04 mm/tooth) for finishing.
Cross-sector appeal
Aside from the aerospace industry, other
sectors set to benefit from the new end mill
include motorsport, marine, wind energy
and leisure – essentially any company machining CFRP that is looking to enhance
material removal rate and tool life while at
the same time achieving minimal delamination of layers.
The CoroMill® Plura compression end
mill for composites makes use of GC1630
grade for extended life, and comes in diameters ranging from 0.24-0.63 in. (6.0-16.0
mm), and lengths (total) from 2.99-3.94 in.
(76 to 100 mm).

AUTO REORDER
Keep your business running like
a well-oiled machine.
Decide exactly how much you need and how often you
need it, and we’ll take care of the rest. Get email notifications
before your order is automatically processed, and adjust or
cancel orders at any time.
Learn more at Grainger.com/autoreorder

KEEPSTOCK
7 Easy Ways to Manage Your Inventory

Wouldn’t it be nice to know you have the right products, in the correct quantities, where you can
find them, when you need them? There is an answer. Grainger KeepStock solutions—the key to
helping you take costs out of managing your inventory. Our selection of inventory management
solutions can help you identify items, reorder faster, order inventory on the go, track inventory,
control consumption, organize onsite or outsource your management. Call your Grainger
Representative to learn more.

For Inventory Management, Grainger Works with Me.
Grainger KeepStock solutions are subject to customer eligibility and agreements.
© 2013 W.W. Grainger, Inc.

KeepStock

®

A Managed Inventory Solution

grainger.com/keepstock
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Co-produced by:

Manufacturing Day has been designed to expand knowledge about and
improve general public perception of manufacturing careers and manufacturing’s value to the North American economy. In addition, manufacturers will learn about business improvement resources and services
delivered through manufacturing extension partnerships.
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HOST AN OPEN HOUSE
As a manufacturer it’s your opportunity to:
• Tell your company’s story
• Dispel outdated myths about manufacturing
• Inspire a new generation of manufacturers
• Connect with potential customers in your community
• Learn about manufacturing extension partnerships that can
improve your effi ciencies and work force skills and boost your
profits
• Visit other manufacturers to initiate business relationships and
learn what is being made in your community
The core element to Manufacturing Day is the schedule of
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promote the open house schedule through general and trade media
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and employers need skilled workers. The event will also make it
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in their region that may be potential business partners – either as
customers or suppliers.
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JobBOSS Quality by uniPoint Making New Moves in
Managing Quality

Exact JobBOSS partners with uniPoint to provide the ultimate solution for job shop quality management

Exact, your trusted advisor and a leading provider of business solutions for small- to medium-sized (SMB) manufacturing and distribution companies, today announced a partnership
with quality management and continual improvement provider
uniPoint to users of Exact’s JobBOSS, its industry-leading shop
floor manufacturing software.
Managing quality in the job
shop is a critical part of maximizing profitability, performance, customer satisfaction,
and growth. By partnering with
uniPoint, we are bringing together the best of what both companies offer. Because quality management is such a critical element of success in any manufacturing job shop, JobBOSS went
to great lengths bringing about key changes to better serve the
rapidly evolving needs of its customers with JobBOSS Quality
by uniPoint.
In addition to seeking improved quality and product consistency, customers of job shops are increasingly requiring compliance with quality standards as a prerequisite to doing business.
As the importance of this key area continues to grow, bridging
a multitude of quality standards, such as ISO 9001, ISO 13485,
ISO/TS 16949, AS9100 and FDA 21 CFR Part 11 & Part 820
Compliance, JobBOSS Quality by uniPoint ensures you can
maintain and measure the cost and frequency of quality events.
To learn more about JobBOSS Quality by uniPoint join
Douglas Meisner, Senior Product Manager, Exact JobBOSS
and Dean Antonakes, President & CEO of uniPoint Software
Inc. for a live webinar on Tuesday, July 23 at 2:00 pm CDT.
This 1-hour webinar will share how JobBOSS Quality by uniPoint can help job shop and contract manufacturers:
• Enhance customer satisfaction
• Improve timeliness of deliveries
• Reduce job shop-operating costs
• Prepare and manage ISO compliance
Register for this complimentary webinar at: https://exact.
webex.com/exact/onstage/g.php?d=570867339&t=a
Download the JobBOSS Quality by uniPoint fact sheet at:
http://www.unipointsoftware.com/products-quality-jobboss.
shtml
About uniPoint
uniPoint was founded in 1996 as a ERP implementation and
consulting company, servicing small job shop manufacturers
throughout North America.
uniPoint expanded into software development in 2002, offering its Quality Management and Continual Improvement suite
of modules to new and existing customers. Today uniPoint is the
industry leader in integrated Quality Management Software for
the small to mid-size enterprise, with over 7,000 users throughout North America, the European Union and the Pacific Rim.
For further information about uniPoint, visit www.unipoint-

software.com
Exact. And it all comes together.
Exact is your trusted advisor and a leading provider of business solutions for small- to medium-sized (SMB) manufacturing and distribution companies. Since 1984, Exact has been
serving SMBs with information technology to launch and grow
their businesses. As a global solution provider with more than
1,800 employees worldwide, Exact helps more than 100,000 local and international companies run their business every day.
Exact is headquartered in Delft, the Netherlands and has been
listed on the NYSE Euronext Amsterdam since June 1999. The
company’s revenues in 2011 amounted to € 215.6 million.
For further information about Exact, visit jobboss.exactamerica.com.
Media Relations
Exact JobBOSS
Star Bazella
Marketing Manager
T 952-841-1472
E star.bazella@exact.com
W jobboss.exactamerica.com

In Memoriam
Dorothea Wright DOUGLAS
Age 91 of Nashville. Passed away July 5, 2013. Preceded in death
by her first husband, Fred D. Wright; an infant daughter; second
husband, Gene Douglas; and sister, Louanna Billington. Survived
by her daughter, Laura Sue Wright Robinson (Bailey); grandchildren, Eve Olloman Robinson Hanley (Glenn), Tracey Lee Robinson
Sanders (Chenault), Bailey Peyton Robinson IV (Courtney); and 7
great-grandchildren.
Edna D.Truxal,
Edna D. Truxal, 89, of Youngwood, passed away peacefully, surrounded by her family, Monday, July 15, 2013, in Excela
Westmoreland Hospital. She was born July 18, 1923, in New Salem,
daughter of the late Lawrence and E. Beryl (Lincoln) Franks. She
was the owner of Penn State Tool and Die for 42 years and a charter
member of the Pittsburgh Chapter and made the initial contribution
to start the Pittsburgh Chapter Foundation. She was a member of
St. Pauls United Methodist Church, Youngwood. Surviving are her
son, William E. Truxal Jr., of Bend, Ore.; son, Robert M. Truxal, of
Youngwood; sister, Ruby Christopher, of Uniontown; and sister, Etta
Mae Pencheck, of Chard, Ohio. She was preceded in death by her
brother, Emanuel Franks; and her sister, Thelma Seese.
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Energy Research Council Formed as
Alliance between Leading Energy Companies
Council to Examine Customer Behavior, Preferences, and Needs to Inform
Industry Practices

Several leading energy companies last
week announced the formation of the Energy
Research Council, a consortium that will
gather market intelligence from middle-market organizations that buy electricity, natural
gas, and related energy services. Charter
Sponsors include APPI Energy, ConEdison
Solutions, Direct Energy, Liberty Power, and
Washington Gas Energy Services.
The Energy Research Council will administer a series of quarterly online surveys.
The goal of the research is to inform and
educate the marketplace with insight into how
middle-market companies make energy buying decisions. Research will examine the types
of products and services buyers are interested
in procuring and additional market drivers
important to the supplier community. The
knowledge gained will be used to improve the
products and services offered to customers by
the Charter Sponsors.
“The Energy Research Council creates
a link between middle-market America and
the energy industry for the exchange of in-

formation and education. Associations, their
members, and the energy industry benefit
through this sharing of information and best
practices,” said Kathy Kiernan, Senior Vice
President of APPI Energy. “The Energy
Research Council’s objective is to develop a
two-way dialogue between association communities and the energy industry.”
Results from the quarterly research will
drive an array of initiatives that will benefit energy companies, including articles,
webinars, white papers, social media, digital
publications, and educational events with an
expected distribution to more than 100,000
middle-market decision makers.
The Charter Sponsor organizations will
select survey respondents from a network of
150,000 business owners and senior executives responsible for making energy decisions
in the retail, financial, real estate, automotive,
healthcare, governmental, and manufacturing
industries. Utilizing APPI Energy’s association membership community, this exclusive
network is comprised of member companies

from 130 affinity groups, trade associations,
and Chambers of Commerce that benefit
from APPI Energy’s consulting and procurement services. In addition, Charter Sponsors
can survey a sampling of customers to receive
benchmark comparisons.
“The Charter Sponsors’ objective is to utilize the survey results and research to determine how knowledgeable small and mid-sized
businesses are in terms of energy options,
and more specifically, their own energy procurement efforts,” explained James Moore,
Ph.D., President, Mentis Analytics, the firm
managing the research agenda. “The Charter
Sponsors will then work with the Energy
Research Council to develop educational materials to help bridge that gap and create more
well-informed customers,” he added.
Associations and their members have access to the research and thought leadership
developed by the Energy Research Council
and its Charter Sponsors.

new 5-Axis vmc accurately machines large, complex parts
Perfect for the aerospace, energy and construction machinery industries, our VORTEX 1060V/8 Double Column Vertical Machining
Center brings high productivity, extreme accuracy and superior surface finishes to large, complex part processing by performing simultaneous 5-axis and multi-purpose machining in single setups.
The machine is also highly versatile in that you can choose between a high-speed 50-taper, 10,000-rpm spindle or high-torque
50-taper, 5,000-rpm spindle, as well as a single table or twin-pallet
design. It comes standard with a 40-tool magazine but you have
the option to go as high as 160 tools to further increase production
versatility.
Through our advanced MATRIX 2 CNC Control, the VORTEX
1060V/8 achieves extremely fast processing speeds, excellent cornering and reduced cycle times when performing Multi-Tasking operations and simultaneous 5-axis machining.
The twin-pallet version of the machine, which helps reduce setup
times, easily integrates with our PALLETECH System so you can
achieve continuous and unattended production of different job mixes.
Overall, because the VORTEX 1060V/8 brings a variety of different options to large-part processing, you gain the best cost of
ownership. After all, you only have to invest in the technology and
capabilities that apply to your specific operations.

Technical Highlights:
• Available in 31.5” x 31.5” or 39.4” x 39.4” worktable sizes
• Single table machine accommodates parts up to 59” in
diameter and 57” high
• Twin-pallet machines handle a maximum part size of 49” in
diameter and 49” high
• Large Y-axis stroke enables top surface part processing without
any table rotation
• B-axis indexes in 0.0001° increments, resulting in highprecision machining
• C-axis indexes in 0.0001° increments to accurately position
workpieces
• Exclusive MX Hybrid Roller Guide in the X, Y and Z axes
increases durability
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Why Celebrate a False U.S. Manufacturing Renaissance?
By Alan Tonelson, Bloomberg

The repeated claims that U.S. manufacturing is enjoying, or is on the verge
of, a renaissance have been undermined again. The latest reality checks were
provided by official statistics on manufacturing output.
The Commerce Department’s first report on domestic industry’s full-year
2012 performance showed an impressive increase in U.S. manufacturers’
output. Yet the figures released June 6 were hardly profound, even by the
standards of the previous decade, which no one considered a golden age for
U.S. industry.
President Barack Obama and other proponents of a manufacturing
renaissance got even more bad news June 14, when the Federal Reserve’s
industrial-production data for May showed that the sector’s rebound from the
recession had just about stalled. Manufacturing output remains smaller than
when the last recession began in 2007, despite the huge government stimulus
since then.
U.S. manufacturing’s 6.2 percent inflation-adjusted growth in 2012 was
much faster than the 2.5 percent growth of the economy as a whole, and
considerably faster than manufacturing’s 2.5 percent real expansion in 2011.
Even so, we are nowhere near a renaissance. In 2010, early in the current
recovery, the sector recorded real growth of 6.9 percent; it showed an 8.2 percent expansion in 2004, and grew 6.4 percent in 2000.
Slowing Momentum
Moreover, not only has U.S. manufacturing previously surpassed the 2012
number, it doesn’t appear that it will stay at these levels. According to the Fed’s
May report, industry’s real year-on-year growth rate is about 2.4 percent, the
worst showing since the recession ended in June 2009. And the momentum
has slowed since January.
It’s true that manufacturing growth has outpaced the overall economy
during the recovery. Doesn’t that reverse a longtime trend? In particular,
doesn’t that relative strength signal progress toward Obama’s worthy goal of
creating an economy “built to last,” one based on producing and earning,
instead of borrowing and spending?
The data don’t support this optimistic reading, either. Manufacturing’s
robust growth last year did raise its percentage of inflation-adjusted total
economic output to 12.5 percent. That’s a big change from its nadir of 11.5
percent in 2009. But this improvement is only a return to levels that industry
reached regularly during the previous bubble decade, when manufacturing is
widely thought to have atrophied in relative terms largely in response to the
financial sector’s bloat.
In fact, the new statistics – along with the latest monthly results from
regional Fed banks and private-sector surveys – show that the manufacturingrenaissance skeptics have been right all along. Industry’s recent surge is a direct result of the magnitude of this highly cyclical sector’s recessionary decline.
From the recession’s onset in 2007 through its bottom in 2009, domestic
manufacturing output fell almost 15 percent after inflation. Overall output
fell, too, but only by 3.9 percent.
Since 2009, real manufacturing production has rebounded by 16.4 percent, more than twice as fast as the 6.4 percent growth for the entire economy.
Nonetheless, domestic industry still hadn’t quite regained its pre-recession
peak by the end of 2012. The full economy, meanwhile, had erased all of its
real gross-domestic-product losses by 2011.
The new data aren’t the only reason to doubt the renaissance claims. Job
creation in the sector has turned negative in the past three months, and the
pace of recovery in manufacturing has been less than one-third as fast as the
overall employment recovery. The manufacturing trade deficit set a record of
$686 billion (in pre-inflation terms – the only official data available) in 2012

and is headed toward another record high this year.
China’s Dominance
Imports now control a greater share of U.S. markets for advanced manufactured goods (38 percent, according to a new U.S. Business and Industry
Council study) than ever before. And U.S. manufacturing output keeps
slipping further behind that of China, the world’s new industrial-production
leader.
Further, while a future reversal in U.S. manufacturing’s fortunes can’t be
ruled out, many of the long-term trends believed to be lining up in its favor
look decidedly less promising upon closer inspection. For example, though
wages and other production costs in China are rising sharply, the prices of
Chinese manufactured goods imported into the U.S. are actually falling at
roughly the same rate as the prices of all imports of manufactured goods.
And the shale-gas revolution’s impact on U.S. industry could be muted by
the sector’s continuing shift toward less energy-intensive industries, such as
information-technology hardware; sophisticated navigational, measuring and
control instruments; and advanced medical equipment.
For U.S. manufacturing to be in a position to thrive, the government will
need to devise, as is frequently recommended, new policies in education,
taxes, regulations and research, and provide development assistance.
Even then, domestic manufacturers will face financially stronger competitor countries that are much more able to afford subsidies and tax cuts; perhaps
two-dozen manipulated currencies; nontariff trade barriers with no U.S. counterparts; and rivals in the developing world (including the overseas affiliates of
U.S. companies) that exploit rock-bottom regulatory levels.
That means the U.S. should also press for new international-trade policies.
For example, longstanding legislation to strengthen the response to currency
manipulation has been reintroduced in the House and Senate. It should be
promptly passed and signed by the president. Buy American regulations that
govern public-sector procurement should be greatly expanded, even at the
risk of violating treaty obligations, and much better enforced. The massive,
discriminatory effects of foreign value-added tax systems must be offset by
a border-adjustment levy. And new trade deals, such as the proposed TransPacific Partnership, which are modeled on past failures, should be scrapped
or reconsidered.
Until then, talk of a manufacturing renaissance will remain just talk.

With Mexican auto manufacturing
boom, new worries
By Nick Miroff, The Washington Post

In the division of labor that has long governed North American auto
manufacturing, the Big Three and other companies typically built their top
moneymakers in the United States, using their Mexican plants to produce
smaller, cheaper cars with lower profit margins.
But that division is breaking down. As Mexico cranks out record
numbers of vehicles and attracts billions in new investment, Mexican auto
workers are increasingly able to match the skill and productivity of their
U.S. counterparts — and at a fraction of the wages.
General Motors is making its iconic Silverado pickup trucks in central
Mexico’s Guanajuato state. Cadillac SUVs that retail for $40,000 roll off
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the assembly line here in the sprawling industrial parks west of Monterrey.
Audi has announced it will put its new $1.3 billion North American plant
in the state of Puebla, the first time luxury vehicles will be built in Mexico.
The boom here is bringing worries to U.S. auto workers and unions
about the long-term prospects of car manufacturing jobs in the United
States, particularly after the $80 billion government bailout of GM and
Chrysler. On Mexican assembly lines, wages are often six or seven times
lower than in the United States, and new motor cities are rising across
central and northern Mexico, fueled by a 50 percent increase in U.S. auto
sales since 2009.
“The Mexican worker is a natural craftsman, and global investors are
showing their confidence in Mexican labor,” said Alberto Rabago, a union
official who started working for Chrysler in 1959 as a floor sweeper when
the company made Mexican versions of its DeSoto and Plymouth sedans
for the local market.
Now
Chrysler
makes its muscular
Hemi engines at the
Saltillo Motors plant
here in the deserts
south of Texas. At another Chrysler plant
nearby,
$35,000
Ram pickups fly off
the assembly line at a
rate of one every 80
An employee works on the assembly line producseconds.
ing the Ford Fiesta at a plant… (Susana Gonzalez/
The average pay
Bloomberg…)
at his plant, Rabago
said, is $3.20 an hour, but he insisted that wage comparisons to U.S. workers miss a Mexican reality. “When I came here 20 years ago, people didn’t
even have indoor plumbing. Now they have pickup trucks, satellite TV and
send their kids to universities,” he said.
Overall, Mexico is making nearly 3 million vehicles a year, with output
expected to increase 38 percent by 2016 as Nissan, Mazda and Audi add
new plants and other manufacturers ramp up production. GM said last
week it will invest $691 million to boost its Mexican assembly lines.
Some of the vehicles built in Mexico are bought by the country’s expanding middle class. But about 80 percent are for export, primarily to the
United States.
“Mexican auto factories and Mexican manufacturing offer first-world
productivity and quality at third-world wages,” said Harley Shaiken, a
professor of education and geography at the University of California at
Berkeley who has tracked Mexico’s auto industry for decades. “That is an
unusual combination, and right now it is a defining combination.”
N. America as a new hub
To some, particularly the United Auto Workers union and many of its
1 million active and retired members, the trend confirms dire predictions
of U.S. industrial decline brought on by the 1994 North American Free
Trade Agreement. Although U.S. assembly lines have recovered some jobs
since the federal bailout, the industry’s long-term labor pull is southward
to Mexico, where organized labor is feeble and rock-bottom wages are the
rule.
Then there’s the increasing tendency for automakers to cut costs
by outsourcing parts to third-party manufacturers, who have flocked to
Mexico even faster and pay even lower wages. Michigan-based parts giant
Delphi is one of Mexico’s largest private employers, with more than 50
plants and 50,000 employees.
But while Mexico’s auto growth is seen by some with trepidation, other
industry researchers point to projections that jobs will continue growing

on both sides of the border.The auto industry is more integrated than ever,
they say, with Mexico and the United States projected to add workers over
the next few years, making the broader North American economy more
competitive against East Asia and Europe.
“Mexico is not siphoning off jobs from the U.S.,” said George Magliano,
senior economist at IHS-Automotive, an industry research firm. “North
America is becoming a new hub for export production, and the bulk of it
is occurring in Mexico,” he said. “But some of it is happening in the U.S.”
Of the 15.5 million vehicles built in North American auto plants last
year, Magliano said, 10.1 million were built in the United States, while
Mexico produced 2.9 million and Canada 2.5 million. By 2020, according to his firm’s estimates, the industry will make 17.8 million vehicles in
North America: 11.7 million in the United States, 4.1 million in Mexico
and 1.9 million in Canada. “If anything,” said Magliano, “the loser will be
Canada.”
The Canadian Auto Workers union has resisted wage concessions, but
the UAW has worked with manufacturers to bring some production —
including small cars, such as the Chevy Sonic — back to U.S. plants.
Unionized workers at those facilities may earn half of what more senior
“first-tier” members make, but at $14 to $18 an hour, it’s still far more
than workers are paid in Mexico.
By building cars in the United States, though, auto manufacturers save
on transportation costs and diversify their production to hedge against
supply disruptions.
Then there is the political pressure to keep jobs in the United States
because of the federal bailout.
“Some of it is politics,” said Magliano. “You have to remember GM
and Chrysler took government loans.”
Reliance on exports
Rather than look only at manufacturing jobs, it is the overall health of
American auto companies that will ultimately benefit the U.S. economy,
said Sean McAlinden, chief economist at the Center for Automotive
Research in Ann Arbor, Mich.
The Big Three are stronger and more competitive globally because
they locate some production in Mexico and source parts from there as
well, he said.
“Today the average Big Three vehicle contains over 40 percent Mexican
content,” McAlinden said. “We couldn’t be building cars without Mexico.”
UAW officials declined to comment on the industry’s growth in
Mexico. The union’s leaders have traditionally been wary of criticizing
Mexican auto production in a way that seems to pit the two countries’
workers as rivals, but they view Mexico’s numerous auto unions as weak,
fragmented and too pliant to company demands.
Sitting in an office on the grounds of the Chrysler plant here, Rabago,
the 70-year-old union official, said he was proud his organization had
never gone on strike. Its job, he said, is to ensure “labor harmony” between
the company and its workers. “We don’t have all the trouble that you have
up there,” he said.
The production surge in Mexico is projected to attract billions more
in new investment in the next several years, as car companies increasingly
look to use the country as a global manufacturing hub.
But Shaiken, the professor at Berkeley, said that by continuing to
export the vast majority of the vehicles it makes, Mexico’s economy will
remain “unbalanced” in a way that disfavors its workers and ultimately
saps U.S. growth.
“The healthiest thing would be for wages to rise in Mexico, so they buy
more cars and import more cars from the U.S.,” he said. “What we really
want is trade based on rising consumer demand in both countries.”
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See the latest gear-milling
solutions at booth 631

Supreme Court Provides Employers
Welcome Guidance in Two New Decisions
On June 24, 2013, in Vance v. Ball
State University, the U.S. Supreme Court
adopted a bright-line standard for defining who a “supervisor” is in Title VII harassment suits. The narrow definition is
favorable to employers and brings muchneeded clarity to the issue.
The standard for determining whether
an employer is liable for the harassing conduct of an employee depends very much
on who is the harasser. Liability is much
easier for a plaintiff to establish if a supervisor is found to have harassed, as opposed
to a non-supervisory co-worker. Before
Monday’s decision, however, courts had
wrestled with the definition of who actually constitutes a “supervisor” for Title VII
purposes.
Now, the Supreme Court has made
clear that a “supervisor” under Title VII
is an employee who has the power to
take tangible employment actions against
another. That means a supervisor is someone with the power to hire, fire, promote,
reassign to significantly different tasks or
cause changes to benefits. An employee
who simply directs another co-worker’s
day-to-day activities -- such as a working
foreman or lead person -- is not a supervisor for purposes of Title VII.
The Court emphatically rejected the
less stringent standard that the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) has used in its enforcement
guidance, calling that definition “a study
in ambiguity.” The EEOC will need to
acknowledge the high court’s definition
and abandon its current guidance and
interpretation in drafting new regulations.
Armed with this clear definition of
“supervisor,” employers should protect
themselves by reviewing and revising job
descriptions to make certain their supervisors’ duties as listed reflect those referenced by the Court to constitute true
supervisory status. All supervisors should
receive proper training in avoiding and addressing discriminatory harassment in the
workplace. “True supervisors” must recognize their duties and obligations to take
appropriate actions when confronted with
allegations of sexual or other harassment.

Employers Will Benefit from Court’s
Strict Standard for Title VII Retaliation
Claims
The Supreme Court also handed
down another employer-friendly decision on Monday in University of Texas
Southwestern Medical Center v. Nassar.
Following a string of employee-friendly
retaliation cases over the past few years,
this decision restores some balance by
endorsing a tougher standard for workers bringing Title VII retaliation claims.
The Court held that under Title VII, a
plaintiff bringing a retaliation claim must
show that the adverse employment action
(for example, termination or failure to
promote) would not have happened “butfor” the employer’s improper, retaliatory
motive. Thus, if an employer can establish
a legitimate non-retaliatory reason for the
“The standard for determining whether an employer is
liable for the harassing conduct of an employee depends
very much on who is the harasser.”

adverse employment action at issue, the
employer is likely to prevail even if the
employee demonstrates some retaliatory
behavior by the employer.
Previously, lower courts were split on
the issue of whether the “motivating factor” standard that Congress adopted for
Title VII’s general provisions in 1991
also applied to Title VII retaliation cases,
despite the fact that the retaliation provisions remained untouched after the
amendments.
Now, the answer is clear. The Court
adopted the “but for” standard as to retaliation claims under Title VII because
the retaliation portion of the statute failed
to express or indicate a standard. As other
federal laws -- namely, the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), the Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA) and Section
1981 of the Civil Rights Act -- similarly
fail to include a standard, it seems likely
that the Supreme Court, as currently constituted, would impose the same, more exacting “but for” standard as to these laws
as well.
Before Monday, it was unclear whether

the plaintiff could prevail in a retaliation
case by simply demonstrating that an improper motive was among the employer’s
many “motivating-factors,” even if the
employer could produce a laundry list of
other reasons the worker was terminated.
Now, employers are much more likely to
prevail earlier in the litigation when legitimate reasons for their employment decisions are well documented.
While this decision may be welcome
news for employers, companies must
continue to be vigilant to avoid claims of
retaliation by those who have pursued recourse under a variety of workplace laws.
Bad claims of discrimination, for instance,
can lead to good claims of retaliation if a
supervisor “punishes” or “ostracizes” an
employee for pursuing a baseless charge.
Educating and training supervisors and
managers is essential to avoid workplace
retaliation claims.

AJAH Campaign Video

Below is the link final version of the
AJAH Campaign Video. Please share
this link as widely as possible! The video
is 5 minutes long.
http://www.CenterForAmerica.org/video.html
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Machining Gears ‘Not-As-Gears’
Pays Off
Reprinted from Manufacturing Engineering, June 2013

Look beyond the obvious and you may well find a better way to machine a part, and serve your customer better.
That’s the lesson illustrated in a gear-machining application
at Allied Specialty Precision Inc. (ASPI; Mishawaka, IN). To
make a long story short, the company dramatically improved
the material removal rate and yield while reducing fixture
cost and delivery lead time on a family of gears by “not treating them as gears.”
First, the tooth-forming operation was moved from a traditional gear shaper to a CNC multitasking center. Next, the
tooth throat was treated as a short slot rather than the usual
tooth throat, using a form-matched Chip-Surfer replaceable-tip carbide slotting tool from Ingersoll Cutting Tools
(Rockford, IL).
Step one enabled “donein- one” machining, which led to
simpler in-process parts handling and shorter delivery lead
times as well as reducing total machining cycle time by more
than 2 to 1. Step two streamlined the tooth-cutting operation
itself, the longest operation on the part, by about 3 to 1.
Running 24/6 with 60 employees in the shop, Allied
Specialty Precision has earned a reputation as the “go-to
guys” for challenging manufacturing projects, said CEO
Pam Rubenstein. Because of its location and that reputation, ASPI has become a preferred supplier for aerospace
manufacturers.
“When you see a gear, you naturally think of a strokertype
gear shaper, equipped with the familiar single-point high
speed steel form
tool,” said Todd
Stoddard, ASPI
manufacturing
engineer.
“But
completing this
particular part is
more about machining the web,
hub and stepped
shaft
bore—
seven operations
in all—than just
cutting the teeth.
Now we grab the
part once and
Modified standard Chip-Surfer slotting tool forms
complete all sevteeth in just two passes, shaving 20 minutes off
en operations.”
tooth-forming cycle time for this sector gear at
A
typical
ASPI. Eliminated is the tooling baggage usually
workpiece is a
associated with gear-tooth machining. No swapping
sector gear, maout HSS gear gashers or dealing with regrinds.
chined from solid
Operator simply changes tips in seconds and starts
up again.

Allied Specialty Precision’s CEO Pam Rubenstein and Todd Stoddard (right)
discuss with Ingersoll’s Andy Thornburg “done-in-one” production of gears from
17 4PH cut-off bar stock using Ingersoll’s Chip-Surfer T-slotting tool.

17-4PH bar stock, that looks like half a gear with a lever
arm attached. Measuring about 3½” (89-mm) diameter with
46 teeth over a 180° arc, the gear goes into helicopter flight
controls. Annual volume for the earliest orders was just 100
pieces, all similar.
In 2008, ASPI initiated the “done-in-one” approach on a
plant-wide basis. To that end, the company moved the job to
a new Integrex CNC multitasking center from Mazak Corp.
(Florence, KY) with all available auxiliary axes. “In effect it’s
a 9-axis machine,” said Stoddard.
Originally on the new Integrex, teeth were formed with a
2” (51-mm) high speed steel (HSS) gear gasher, essentially
a slitter with form-matched teeth. It completed the teeth in
two roughing and one finishing pass. Total cycle time for
tooth machining was 28 minutes, the same as before on the
shaper. The big savings were in the other operations and in
reduced part handling.
Orders for the sector gears started to increase in 2011,
and expanded into a family of about a dozen different part
numbers. Total annual volume grew to around 500 pieces.
The parts varied in diameter, arc, number of teeth and extra
features like linkage arms, but used just two different tooth
forms. In other words, the job became a big enough piece
of business to warrant some additional process optimization.
Tooth formation, the most time-consuming of the seven operations, naturally became a prime target.
Stoddard reached out immediately to Ingersoll’s Andy
Thornburg who, in Stoddard’s words, “knew more about
gear machining than I did—especially nontraditional gear
machining. It’s a pretty specialized area.” Thornburg suggested treating the teeth as short slots and machining them
with a 1” (25.4 mm) form-matched Chip-Surfer T-slotting
mill oriented like a slitting tool. The cutter features a small
replaceable tungsten-carbide tip mounted on a threaded carbide shank.
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ON-LINE
The SMART WAY to TRAIN your WORKFORCE
Achieve your Workforce Development Goals
Unparallel levels of Training and Convenience
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT - APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING – COLLEGE CREDITS
NTMA Member cost of $449.00 and $100 in textbooks (these textbooks will be used for
two Semesters
Non-NTMA Member cost: $2,000.00 plus $120 in textbooks.
Demo of NTMA-U can be found on the NTMA website at:
http://NTMA.org

We will work with your employees to
insure that your Workforce Training
requirements are achieved while they
learn essential skills On-Line
We will be using over 300 Tooling-U
Modules, Plus Hundreds of Learning
Videos
We will offer. One-on-One Instructor
access, plus National Manufacturing
Best Practices. Federal Bureau of Apprenticeship Training Approved
For More Information
Contact: NTMA Vice President
Ken McCreight: 216-264-2834
E-Mail: Kmccreight@NTMA.ORG

THE SMART WAY TO TRAIN YOUR WORKFORCE
National Precision Machining Apprenticeship Training (Total 600 Hours)21 College Credits Awarded Upon Completion

SEMESTER 1 (100 HOURS)
INTRODUCTION TO MACHINING / BASIC SHOP MATH / BASIC BLUEPRINT READING
A foundation for study of manufacturing methods, processes, related equipment, and tools of industry, shop safety practices, job planning, feeds and speeds, layout tools and procedures, hand tools and bench work, metal cutting saws, drilling machines, lathes, milling
machines, jig bore and jig grinder, surface grinder, E.D.M, and abrasives. Blueprint Reading-related to the manufacture of a working part,
lines, views, dimensioning, calculating cutting planes, fraction to decimal conversion, practical and applied basic shop math, constructing a
sketch of an engineering drawing, auxiliary sections, symbols, and broken lines.
SEMESTER 2 (100 HOURS)
INTERMEDIATE MACHINING / INTERMEDIATE APPLIED SHOP MATH / INTERMEDIATE BLUEPRINT
Provides skills in layout techniques and operations, including calculating bolt hole circles, location of surfaces related by non-right angle
triangles, and points of tangency and other related applied shop mathematics. Included is all learning outcomes that are necessary to successfully layout drawing by understanding the proper views from an actual part. Continues with a foundation for study of manufacturing
methods, processes, related machining equipment, and tools of industry, requiring the student to understand shop safety practices, job
planning, feeds and speeds, precision measuring and layout tools and procedures, hand tools and bench work, metal cutting saws, drilling
machines, lathes, milling machines, jig bore and jig grinder, surface grinder, E.D.M, and abrasives.
SEMESTER 3 (100 HOURS) INTRODUCTION TO CNC / ADVANCED APPLIED SHOP MATH / ADVANCED BLUEPRINT
Computer applications to machining processes. Engineering drawing analysis, using trigonometry to determine programming points;
ascertaining implied part dimensions; determinations of machining parameters; calculation of speeds; feeds and tool offset; establishment
of work zero and tool home positions. Manual programming of CNC machines using G-codes; tooling and set-up of CNC operations;
verification of toolpaths by simulation. Program upload/download, proper collets and guide bushing setting and adjustment, turning tools
setting, milling tools setting, ID tools setting, proof running, first part cutting techniques.
SEMESTER 4 (100 HOURS)
CNC OPERATIONS / SHOP MATH / BLUEPRINT READING/GDT
CNC machine controls, setting tools, programming and operations of CNC, and machine limits and capabilities. Fundamentals of work
planes and the process of setting work planes, fixture offset, determining work offset shifts, input work offset shifts, writing a CNC mill
program. Advantage of using canned cycles in CNC mill manual part programming. Codes and information required to program CNC mill
canned cycles. Writing a simple CNC mill program using canned cycles, subprograms, the commands and rules for creating and processing
subprograms. The advantages of using subprograms. Writing CNC mill programs using subprograms.
SEMESTER 5 (100 HOURS) SPC / MFG PROCESSES
SPC- Quality tools used to solve problems determined by SPC data collection process, basic statistical parameters, interpret variables and
attribute control charts, Interpret process capability, measurements of central tendency and variability, descriptive Analysis of Data, Control Charts for Variables Data and attributes. Job Planning and Control Mfg systems, job flow and decision making, specialty tooling and
materials. Metallurgy and Composites. The basics of steel manufacturing, the elements used to create steel and steel alloys, the main types
of ferrous materials and their properties, and the common tests used to measure metal properties
SEMESTER 6 (100 HOURS) ADVANCED MANUFACTURING PRACTICES AND PROCEDURES
Additive Mfg, Specialty Steels, Advanced manufacturing technologies, processes, performance objectives in modern manufacturing, increased output and quality by integrating the right tools. Jig and Fixture building, CNC, PLC, automation, and software. Calculations of
critical performance objectives. The 5S tool used for organizing and maintaining the workplace: Sort, Straighten, Shine, Standardize, and
Sustain. properties, elements, and types of ferrous materials commonly employed in metal manufacturing.
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GF AgieCharmilles
celebrates
60 years
GF AgieCharmilles North American headquarters in Lincolnshire, IL. AgieCharmilles employs nearly 2,800
employees at its 50 worldwide locations.

With 5 all-new wire EDM, die sinking EDM, vertical machining center and

manufacturing facilities across the globe.
The company shared its most recent

GF AgieCharmilles showcased one of its newest vertical machining centers, HSM 200U LP, a 5-axis machine
small enough to fit through a standard office door and powerful enough to handle some of the toughest applications. HSM 200U LP recently gained recognition from Medical Design Briefs as a Product of the Year finalist.
automation premieres, 9 seminars and 15
tooling, software and service partners on
hand, Agie Charmilles’60th anniversary
open house is an event that its 220 attendees won’t soon forget.
Hosted at its North American headquarters in Lincolnshire, Illinois, the
Geneva, Switzerland-based company
welcomed aerospace, medical, automotive and mold & die manufacturers
from across the U.S., Canada, Mexico
and Brazil. 15 partner companies - like
System3R, Seco Tools, OPENmind,
CAMplete, EOS, Poco Graphite, and
RegoFIX -  were also on hand, showcasing their products, software and services.
First founded in 1952 when Geneva,
Switzerland’s Ateliers des Charmilles began using a then-revolutionary new process (EDM) first discovered by Russian
scientists Boris and Natalya Lazarenko
in 1943, Agie Charmilles now employs
nearly 2,800 employees at 50 sites worldwide, bringing Swiss-built precision to

innovations – like CUT 200 sP and CUT
300 Ms wire EDMs, HSM 200U LP
5-axis vertical machining center small

powerful new generator and Drill 300B
high-accuracy hole drilling EDM- with
220 guests over the 2-day event. If that
weren’t enough visitors learned about
Agie Charmilles’ new Human Machine
Interface (HMI) EDM controls and new
customer services, including advanced
preventive care and tools to diagnose machine performance and reduce wear.
Additionally, GF AgieCharmilles
showcased many other popular models,
including the CUT 2000 OilTech wire
EDM, which uses oil as a dielectric for
increased precision, and the ever-popular
5-axis LASER 1000 5AX laser texturing
system, ideal for applying highly-detailed
patterns to molds.
If there is one thing visitors could say
after attending Agie Charmilles’ 60 year
anniversary event it would be that, with
the help of Agie Charmilles and its numerous industry-leading ‘firsts’, manufacturing has surely come a long way. To

GF AgieCharmilles’ 5-axis LASER 1000 5AX texturing system applying intricate textures to a contoured workpiece; finished product.
enough to fit through a standard office
door, HEM 500U high-efficiency 5-axis
vertical machining center, the newly redesigned FORM 20 die-sinking EDM with
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learn more about Agie Charmilles and its
60-year history visit http://us.gfac.com.

System Insights Announced Completion of Critical Solution for
Robot CNC Integration
System Insights (SI) announced the
completion of a critical solution to integrate robots and machine tools. This
extraordinary advancement moves toward
“plug and play”, factory level interoperability between these two disparate
technologies.
The solution was developed with a
team of partner organizations and companies under a grant from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) led by the National Center for
Defense Manufacturing and Machining
(NCDMM). This application was successfully demonstrated and tested at the
NIST Gaithersburg research facility.
According to Will Sobel, CEO of
System Insights, “We utilized two powerful industry standards – ROS/Industrial
and MTConnect - to create a cost-effective automation solution for shops looking
to address labor cost issues and process
consistency associated with managing

their shop floor.”
In the most recent demonstration at
NIST, the software enabled a robot conversant in ROS/Industrial to load and
unload parts into a Mazak lathe using the
MTConnect standard to coordinate the
activities. This project marks the first time
a read-only protocol has been utilized to
integrate manufacturing equipment in a
fully distributed manor.
Fred Proctor, leader of NIST’s Smart
Manufacturing and Construction Control
Systems Program, enthusiastically reported, “The goal of this project and followup efforts is to make it as easy as possible
to integrate factory robots and machine
tools and also to reconfigure them in response to changes in orders or customer
requirements.” Douglas Woods, President
of The Association for Manufacturing
Technology (AMT) which sponsors
MTConnect commented, “This is a giant
step forward in resolving manufacturing

interoperability issues. To witness existing
standards like MTConnect and ROS being leveraged in such a collaborative effort
is exciting.”
About the Project
This work was conducted under
Grant Opportunity Number 2012-NISTMSE-01 for the Intelligent System
Division of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) in
collaboration with System Insights,
SwRI (Southwest Research Institute),
NCDMM (National Center for Defense
Manufacturing
and
Machining),
AMT (Association for Manufacturing
Technology) and Mazak USA. Future
plans for the team to continue this exciting manufacturing technology include
extending the framework to measurement
and verification with additional devices
such as CMM and conveyors.

US industrial production expected to have grown in June,
but manufacturing stayed weak
The Washington Post

Overall output at U.S. factories, mines
and utilities likely rose in June, but manufacturing remains weak.
Economists forecast that overall industrial production rose 0.3 percent in
June, according to a survey by FactSet.
It was flat in May and fell 0.4 percent in
April.
Factory output, the most important
component of industrial production, is
likely to remain lackluster after growing
just 0.1 percent in May and falling in
March and April.
The Federal Reserve will release the
May industrial production report at 9:15
a.m. EDT Friday.
Factories have struggled this year, providing little support to the U.S. economy.
Manufacturing output was up just 1.7
percent in 12 months that ended in May.
And factories have cut jobs in each of
the past four months, shedding a total of

24,000 since February.
A key reason for the weakness is slower
global growth has cut demand for U.S.
exports. China’s economy, for instance,
grew at the slowest pace in more than two
decades from April through June, according to data released Monday. And much
of Europe is still in recession.
Manufacturing has shown improvement in Britain, France and Italy. Large
Japanese manufacturers are also sounding optimistic for the first time in nearly
two years.
The Institute for Supply Management
said that U.S. factory activity improved in
June after hitting its lowest level in four
years. But the closely watched manufacturing survey reported that employment
fell to its lowest level since September
2009.
There have been some positive signs
that suggest factory production could in-

crease in the second half of the year.
Factory activity in the New York region grew for the second straight month
in July, according to the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York’s Empire State manufacturing survey.
U.S. businesses reported a strong
1.1 percent increase in sales in May, the
Commerce Department reported. Those
same firms only increased their stockpiles
slightly, suggesting they will need to order
more goods to keep up with demand.
And Americans bought more cars and
trucks, furniture and clothes in June, according to a separate Commerce report
on retail spending. But consumers cut
back almost everywhere else, and overall retail sales rose just 0.4 percent last
month from May.
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Fall ConFerenCe
october 16th - 19th,
Boston, Ma
omni Parker House

60 School Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108
Phone: (617) 227-8600, Fax: (617) 742-5729

keynote speaker

THe oMni Parker House welCoMes aTTendees oF nTMa Fall ConFerenCe.
Block Dates:

October 15th - 20th, 2013

Group Rate:

From $250 per night

Cutoff Date:

September 16, 2013 to receive special rate

Headlining

Development Group. In his speech,

ity and prevailing hotel rates.

O’Neill shares what he learned dur-

TenTaTive sCHedule oF evenTs

11:00am - 12:30pm
11:00am - 12:30pm
11:00am - 12:30pm
11:00am - 12:30pm
1:00pm - 2:30pm
1:00pm - 2:30pm
2:30pm - 4:00pm
2:30pm - 4:00pm
2:30pm - 4:00pm
2:30pm - 5:00pm
1:30pm - 4:30pm
5:00pm - 7:00pm

THursday, oCToBer 17
7:00am - 8:30am

8:00am - 10:00am
8:00am - 5:00pm
8:00am - 5:00pm
8:00am - 5:00pm
9:00am - 11:30am
9:00am - 11:00am
10:30am - 12:00pm

12:00pm - 1:30pm
12:00pm - 1:00pm
12:00pm - 1:00pm
1:00pm - 3:00pm
1:00pm - 3:00pm
1:30pm - 4:30pm
2:30pm - 5:00pm
3:00pm - 5:00pm
7:00pm - 10:30pm

NTMA Continental Breakfast
First Timers Breakfast
NTMA General Membership Assembly/
Awards & Updates/Keynote Speaker
Robotics Team Meeting
Education Team Meeting
Next Generation Team Meeting
NTMF Board of Directors Meeting
Manufacturing Technology Team Meeting
Nominating Team Meeting
Government Affairs Team Meeting
Workforce Development Team Meeting
NTMA Chapter Executives Meeting
NTMA Insurance Board Meeting
Optional Activity - Boston Duck Tour
www.bostonducktours.com
Tech Suite Welcome Reception
NTMA Continental Breakfast
w/ Franklin Partnership
NTMA Membership Value Meeting
Okuma Technology Suite
Precision Fluids Technology Suite
Mazak Technology Suite
Spouses Program
Kennametal/Pioneer Tool Business Track
NTMA Chapter Leadership
Development Seminar - Workforce &
Economic Development How to Become a Regional Player
NTMA Luncheon for
Past Chairmen & Wives
Business/Sales Development with Dan Bagley
Chapter Executives Roundtable
Industry Advocacy Team Meeting
Kennametal/Pioneer Tool Business Track
Optional Activity - Freedom Trail Tour
Plant Tours
Chapter Leadership Development Track CultureShoc
New England Aquarium

keynote

team leader, Naval Special Warfare

Reservations made after the cutoff date are subject to availabil-

7:30am - 9:00am
7:45am - 8:30am
9:00am - 10:45am

our

speaker will be Robert O’Neill,

The group rate is made available until the “Book By” date.

wednesday, oCToBer 16

as

ing his more that 400 combat missions across four theaters of
war. Join us as one of the legends of our nation’s military shares
his views on the ingredients to a successful mission: the right
people, preparedness, decision making under pressure, and,
above all, a commitment to never quit.

Friday, oCToBer 18

6:30am - 8:00am
7:00am - 8:00am
8:00am - 9:00am
9:30am - 11:30am

11:30am - 12:30pm
12:30pm - 1:15pm
1:30pm - 2:15pm
1:30pm - 2:15pm
12:30pm - 1:15pm
12:30pm - 1:15pm
1:30pm - 2:15pm
1:30pm - 2:15pm
2:30pm - 4:30pm
6:30pm - 10:30pm

saTurday, oCToBer 19

7:00am - 8:00am
8:00am - 9:00am
10:00am - 12:00pm
12:00pm - 5:00pm

sunday, oCToBer 20
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9:00am - 11:00am

Budget & Finance Team Meeting
Continental Breakfast
NRL & NTMA-U Update
INDUSTRY ROUNDTABLES
NTMA Tools, Dies & Molds Round Table
NTMA Precision Machining Round Table I
NTMA Precision Machining Round Table II
NTMA Precision Machining Round Table III
Specialty Machines
Lunch
BREAKOUT SESSIONS
Healthcare Reform/Clifton Allen Presentation
Roundtable regarding Health Care Reform
CLiftonLarsonAllen-JobBOSS, Epicor and
Profit Key Panel
International Business - Hannover Messe /EMO Speaker
Additive Manufacturing Breakout
International Business Panel/Roundtable
Emerging Technologies Panel/Roundtable
Workshop with Scott Klososky
Auction/Fundraiser
Continental Breakfast
NTMA Team Leaders Meeting
NTMA Board of Trustees Meeting
Free time to explore Boston
Executive Team wrap up Meeting

don’t miSS your chance
2013 Fall conFerence SponSorShipS
why SponSor?
The NTMA is about strategic alliances that
maximize the added value benefits for our
members. Your opportunity to meet our CEO’s,
Owners, and Officers of Target Accounts can be
accessed in an intimate setting by investing in
sponsorships at the Fall Conference.
Your sponsorship can:

2013

See who’S already committed
to Supporting the
2013 Fall conFerence

Fall Conferenc

The Omni Parker House, Boston,

• Develop contacts and local programs with NTMA Chapters to maximize sales
• Connect to Executive Working Groups and Round Tables
• Build your company brand in targeted regions of the US

There isn’t much time to reserve your space in Boston. Contact Tiffany Bryson now.

ntma Fall conference 2014 new orleanS
October 22-25th, 2014
Booking NOW for Fall Conference 2014!
Don’t get scooped by the competition

123 Baronne Street, New Orleans, LA 70112
For more information, contact: Tiffany Bryson • tbryson@ntma.org • 216.264.2847
If you have never attended a national event hosted by the NTMA, as a
National Associate Member, a personalized custom tour and orientation
is waiting for you in Boston at the Omni Parker Hotel. This one day
experience will allow us to begin our partnership and maximize your
strategic alliance with the NTMA. Please contact me immediately so that
I can arrange the details.

“Having the opportunity to build business relationships and personal friendships with many of the
country’s leading manufacturers has been tremendously valuable - both to my company’s bottom line
and my own personal growth.”
Tom Sheridan, Royal Products

Tiffany Bryson • tbryson@ntma.org • 216.264.2847
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2013 Fall conFerence SponSorShipS Still available
Don’t miss out!

regiStration portFolio SponSor
only 2 available

Sponsorship Includes:
• Logo and recognition on NTMA website
• Logo and recognition on promotional materials
• Logo on carrier bags given to each attendee
• Gobo branded logo above check-in and registration area
• Logo prominently displayed on sponsor signage during
registration and throughout Conference

2013 Fall conFerence
SponSorShip order Form
Company ___________________________________________
Company Address____________________________________
____________________________________________________

branded room package (throughout conFerence)
only 3 available

Sponsorship Includes:
• Your company’s name branded. The (Your company here)
room throughout Conference.
• Name/logo on room sign
• Logo floor cling in doorway
• Logo on AV Screen
• Logo and recognition on promotional materials as Exclusive
Lead Sponsor
• Logo recognition on NTMA Website as Exclusive Sponsor
• Logo on pocket schedule of events
• Opportunity to add promotional material to registration
package and display in room
• Podium recognition
NOTE: Additional Branding opportunities of hospitality station and
other materials are available at the request and expense of the
sponsor

FRiDAy-GAlA DiNNER AND AUCTioN (6:30-10:30PM)
only 2 available

Food and Beverage included in price
Sponsorship Includes:
• Logo and recognition on NTMA website
• Logo and recognition on promotional materials for the
Conference and at Gala
• Logo prominently displayed on sponsors signage at Gala
Dinner
• Recognition as the Gala Dinner Sponsor by auctioneer
• Podium recognition at the General Assembly
NOTE: Additional Branding opportunities of logo carvings, napkins and
other materials are available at the request and expense of the sponsor.

branded key card Sleeve
only 2 available

Sponsorship Includes:
• Logo and recognition on NTMA website
• Logo and recognition on promotional materials
• 4-color sponsor logo on front
• Cost of set-up for embossing your company’s message and
logo
• Give-a-way or promotional material in registration package

City _______________________________________________
State _______________________

Zip_________________

Phone ______________________________________________
Fax ________________________________________________

Contact Person ______________________________________
Contact Phone ______________________________________
Contact Email _______________________________________
I am interested in sponsoring:

o regiStration portFolio SponSor
o branded room package (throughout conFerence)
o FRiDAy-GAlA DiNNER AND AUCTioN (6:30-10:30PM)
o branded key card Sleeve
o other
Please complete this form and return to:
Tiffany Bryson
1357 Rockside Road • Cleveland, OH 44134
216-264-2847 • fax: 216-264-2840
e-mail: tbryson@ntma.org

have another idea For a
SponSorShip?
Please contact Tiffany Bryson
to discuss your strategic alliance for the
2013 Fall Conference.
216-264-2847
tbryson@ntma.org
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Businesses Get Last-Second Reprieve from Employer Mandate
It came as welcome news to many on the eve of July 4th when
the Obama administration announced the delay of the employer
mandate - a key provision of its new healthcare law. The employer
mandate was part of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act or “Obamacare” and requires companies with 50 or more employees to offer affordable health insurance to its workforce or face
fines up to $3,000 per employee. The delay until 2015 is intended
to give the government time to simplify reporting requirements,
and for companies to adjust their healthcare coverage as necessary
to comply with the mandate.
Manufacturers already understand better than most the value
of identifying and retaining quality employees. Many see their
employees as part of an extended family and have been proudly
offering healthcare benefits for decades.
Just a week before the administration’s announcement, NTMA
member and former Chairman Jeff Kelly traveled to Washington
to testify before Congress and voice the concerns of many small
businesses at a House of Representatives Committee hearing
on “Challenges Facing America’s Businesses Under the Patient
Protection and Affordable Care Act.” Kelly, who is CEO & Owner
of Hamill Manufacturing in Trafford, Pennsylvania, told the
Committee:
“The Affordable Healthcare Act is proving to be unpredictable and unaffordable. Since the passage of this law in 2010, our
healthcare premiums have risen 46%. A nearly 50% increase in
healthcare costs is virtually impossible for a small business to absorb, let alone a two-thirds increase. Because so many of our jobs
are critical to our operation, we just can’t get rid of people if our
healthcare costs continue to increase significantly.
“To stay competitive, Hamill will be forced to find ways to

reduce the impact of
healthcare costs. We
will have to ask our employees to share more
costs. This really isn’t
desirable because of
the morale and retention issues we would
face. Skilled labor –
having, finding and developing it - is the most
important factor in any current or future success.”
One Voice will continue to fight on behalf of manufacturers for
commonsense laws and regulations in Washington. Jeff Kelly’s testimony at the hearing shows that our elected representatives want
to hear from us. One Voice supports the decision to postpone the
employer mandate, but the challenge to steer the federal government in a sensible direction on issues that our critical to the future
of U.S. manufacturing continues.
Manufacturers can make a difference in Washington, but
only if they participate in the process. NTMA members can give
unlimited corporate or individual contributions to the NTMA
Government Affairs Administrative Fund which supports the work
done by The Franklin Partnership and Policy Resolution Group
at Bracewell & Giuliani LLP. Additionally, NTMA members can
make limited personal donations to the Committee for a Strong
Economy (CFASE) PAC, which supports pro-manufacturing
Congressional candidates.

RIGID MOUNTING CLAMP
STRONG, STABLE, AND ACCURATE
A new series
of
heavy-duty
“L”
mounting
clamps that feature
two-piece
split
construction, dowel holes
for precise locating, and a large
mount footprint
is being introduced by Stafford
Manufacturing
Corp. of Wilmington, MA.
Staff-Mount™ Split Mounting Clamps feature a clamping
half and a perfectly flat mounting half that provides a large
footprint, includes dowel holes
for precise locating, and 4-hole patterns for multiple at-

tachment options. Strong, stable, and accurate, they have
eight drilled and tapped holes to let users attach the mounting half to an object, and secure a shaft, tube, or pipe using
the clamping half, or for screwing through both halves to the
object.
Suitable for mounting a shaft or tube to a conveyor, machine frame, and process or packaging equipment requiring
rigidity and accuracy, Staff-Mount™ Split Mounting Clamps
are machined from aluminum and offered in standard 2” and
4” lengths with 3/4” to 2” shaft, tube, and pipe sizes; specials
are available. Dowel hole locations are held to a tolerance of
0.001”.
Staff-Mount™ Split Mounting Clamps are priced from
$69.50 (list) depending upon size and quantity. Price quotations are provided upon request.
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Senator Al Franken pushes bill to end job
skills gap
By Dee DePass , StarTribune (MN)

A bill pitched by U.S. Sen. Al Franken
this week could bridge the job skill gap
and give students the training, tuition
and real-world internships needed to
fill 3.5 million job openings, Franken
told reporters during a conference call
Thursday.
“I’ve sat down with far too many
businesses across Minnesota that have
job openings they can’t fill because they
can’t find workers with the right skills,”
Franken said during the conference call
with Fridley business owner and wellknown job trainer, Erick Ajax.
The answer to the skills gap - which
affects a third of all manufacturers - lies
in “the successful partnerships I’ve seen
in Minnesota, where businesses and
community colleges come together to
train the workers they need,” Franken
said. “I know [this] is a common sense
way to solve this problem and get people
to work, which is why I’m introducing
this bill.”
If it passes, Franken’s bill, dubbed
The Community College to Career Fund
Act, would create a multi-billion dollar
grant program to fund partnerships between businesses and two-year colleges
that would address the skills gap. The
partnerships would give more students
on-the-job training in high-skill fields;
paid apprenticeships and internships;
and rigorous curriculum at community
colleges and technical schools.
The model is standard practice with
many other countries but has limited
reach here in the United States, Franken
said noting Minnesota’s training programs such as Right Skills Now, M-Power
and Fast Track.
If applied uniformly, his measure
could boost the skill set of U.S. workers,
drive more manufacturing jobs back to
the United States and properly prepare
workers for the new generation of factory, energy, I.T. and health care jobs.
But first, Congress needs to act, he said.
Franken complained that two-year
community and technical colleges only
receive $2 billion in federal funds, while

four-year colleges receive $20 billion in
federal aid to help students get the job
training they need. He wants to change
that.
So far, the bill has won the support
of the Minnesota’s state colleges and
universities (MNSCU), Dunwoody and
South Central College, the Minnesota
Precision Manufacturing Association,
Wyoming Machine and E.J. Ajax Metal
Forming Solutions.
Franken has toured Minnesota factories and schools with business owner
Erick Ajax and modeled his bill after what
Ajax has done at his factory in Fridley.
Ajax, co-owner of the E.J. Ajax & Sons
metal stamping operation, told reporters
Thursday that he has trained, hired and
paid the college tuition for more than 30
students, veterans and ex-cons by working with Hennepin County Technical
College.
His company, which makes 70 percent
of North America’s appliance hinges,
needed workers trained on computerized
manufacturing machines. To get workers
up to snuff, he partnered with local community and technical schools, provided
paid on-the-job training at his factory
and paid 100 percent of his workers’ tuition, said Ajax who employs 53 and has
apprenticeships for 13 journeymen.
Franken said such stories are thrilling.
“This is the kind of thing that just excites
me. It literally gives me chills. This is
what we need to be doing. This is why I
came to the senate.”
Right now, his bill is a standalone
effort, but could find its way into the
larger Work Force Investment Act,
which is being refunded by the Senate
Health Education Labor and Pension
Committee.
Going forward, Franken said he expects to work with U.S. George Miller
(D-Calif.), the ranking member of the
House Education and the Workforce
Committee, to gain support in the House.
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CO2 LASER LENSES
COMPATIBLE WITH
AMADA LASERS
CO2 laser focusing lenses that are OEM
compatible with Amada high-powered steel
cutting lasers and can be supplied overnight as complete assemblies are available
from Laser Research Optics of Providence,
Rhode Island.

Laser Research Optics’ Mounted CO2
Focusing Lenses are offered in 1-1/2” and
2” dia. sizes with 3-1/2” to 12” focal lengths
and feature ZnSe lenses that are optimized
for 10.6 µm and A/R coated to exhibit <
0.2 total absorption. They can be mounted
in both stainless steel and aluminum lens
holders.
Offered in plano-convex and meniscus
configurations, Laser Research Optics’
CO2 Focusing Lenses can be supplied
without mounts or can be mounted into
customer supplied focusing lens mounts,
as required. To minimize user downtime,
these focusing lenses are shipped from
stock within 24-hours.
Laser Research Optics’ Mounted
CO2 Focusing Lenses are priced according to configuration and quantity. Price
quotations are available upon request.
Turnaround for customer supplied mounts
is typically one week.

Mitsubishi distributor expands footprint in Michigan,
partners with colleges
Performance
Machinery
LLC,
a Midwest regional distributor of
Mitsubishi EDM, milling and waterjet
machine technologies, expanded its coverage footprint this month to include
the entirety of the lower peninsula of
Michigan. Since the company’s inception
three years ago, Performance Machinery
had serviced only the Eastern portion of
the state, including some contiguous areas in Canada, such as Windsor.
Dan Meehan, Performance Machinery
founder, has big plans for the expansion.
One program that he plans to export to
Grand Rapids and his new territory revolves around his involvement with local
community colleges in providing cutting
edge training on the latest technologies.
“Often community colleges are forced
to train students on old machines or
old technologies. My customers – die

and mold shops and machine facilities
– need employees trained on the latest machinery,” Meehan says. “So by
partnering with local community colleges to get these kids the training that
our customers will eventually require of
them, and by getting them up to speed on
Mitsubishi technology, we create a winwin situation.”
These training machines also double
as demo and test cut centers, allowing
Performance Machinery to circumvent
the overhead that comes with traditional
“brick and mortar” showrooms.
“We’ve had a relationship with Dan
in some capacity, whether direct sales
or distribution, for more than 20 years,”
says Nicolas Giannote, vice president
of EDM, milling and waterjet, MC
Machinery. “We’re excited about the
expansion of Performance Machinery

LLC, which has been a highly capable,
motivated and knowledgeable distribution partner.”
With news of the expansion, Meehan
hired 25-year machine tool veteran Mark
Rigato as West Michigan Sales Manager.
Jason Kaczmarek will continue with
Windsor-area accounts.
Mitsubishi’s superior products are
backed by industry-leading service and
support. For more information about
Wire EDM, Sinker EDM, Laser, Waterjet,
Press Brake, Milling, High-Speed VMC,
EDM Drill, or Consumable Products,
contact MC Machinery Systems, Inc.,
1500 Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL
60191, Phone: 630-616-5920 or visit
www.mitsubishi-world.com.

Making the U.S. the World’s Best Place for Manufacturing
By Doug Woods, Industry Market Trends

I started as an apprentice toolmaker
in my grandfather’s shop almost 40 years
ago and have been in the industry ever
since. My life experience as a manufacturer has led to a deep appreciation of
the role manufacturing plays in driving
the U.S. economy and providing skilled,
well-paid jobs for new generations of
Americans. That’s why it’s so exciting for
me to be at the helm of the Association
For Manufacturing Technology (AMT)
today, at a time when manufacturing
technology innovation is opening so many
new doors in the global marketplace.
Right now, a number of favorable factors are converging in the U.S. that makes
it an attractive place to manufacture.
Chief among them is a new abundance of
energy thanks to technology innovations
that have dramatically increased U.S. energy independence, significantly boosted
oil and natural gas production, and lowered the cost of energy to levels not seen

in decades. We also have a manufacturing infrastructure in this country that
includes some of the best science and
technology schools in the world, innovative business models that create endless
opportunities for growth, and citizens
that embody American ingenuity and
entrepreneurial spirit.
These forces have helped boost foreign
direct investment in U.S. manufacturing
to $848 billion, with a clear upward trend
over several decades, according to the
Manufacturers Alliance for Productivity
and Innovation’s “Manufacturing Facts.”
That investment supports millions of
American jobs.
For U.S. companies, the appeal of
manufacturing close to home is even
greater. Business strategies are increasingly focused on total cost when considering whether to onshore or offshore
production. In many cases, the benefit
of making products nearer to company

headquarters, suppliers, and customers
outweighs the low cost of labor overseas,
especially as labor rates rise.
More and more U.S. manufacturers
are shifting toward making “what you
want, when you want it, exactly where
you want it.” The Industrial Internet,
machine-to-machine (M2M) protocols
such as MTConnect, and technologies
such as additive manufacturing have
made that concept a reality. U.S. multinational companies are reshoring at a
greater rate as well.
With many companies eager to manufacture in the U.S., it’s crucial that we do
more to attract this investment (and not
do anything to lose it). Washington certainly has a role to play. Manufacturers
in the U.S. still face a global playing field
that isn’t level thanks to federal tax and
regulatory policies, and the negative impact is greatest on U.S. small businesses.
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Even the federal government agrees
with this assessment. A 2010 report by
the U.S. Small Business Administration’s
Office of Advocacy found that government regulations represent a disproportionate burden on American small
businesses. The U.S. also has the highest
corporate tax rate in the industrialized
world.
Unfortunately, the federal government still isn’t making any progress on
these and other issues impacting U.S.
manufacturing competitiveness. Deep
philosophical differences are preventing
Congress from moving forward on the
budget, and we’re facing another government shutdown in the fall when the debt
limit is reached. Yet, our elected officials
are no closer to ironing out any kind of
“grand bargain” than they were at the
beginning of the year. Unfortunately,

tax and regulatory reform will be on the
backburner until our fiscal crises are
averted.
Washington could learn a lot
from U.S. manufacturing companies.
Manufacturers are not waiting for the
government to act. They never have,
which is why the U.S. is such a strong
and vibrant nation today. Instead,
manufacturers are creating their own
opportunities through collaboration and
cooperation with their local schools, governments, and other businesses; they are
utilizing every other resource at their disposal. These companies are keeping our
economy afloat right now.
In honor of Independence Day, I
salute American manufacturers for providing the foundation upon which this
country is built. They understand what
apparently the government does not —

that manufacturing strength means good
jobs, economic prosperity, and a secure
nation and that inaction means missed
opportunity. They are the biggest reason
that America will continue to be the best
place in the world for manufacturing.
Doug Woods is president of AMT
– The Association For Manufacturing
Technology. Based in McLean, Va.,
AMT represents and promotes U.S.based manufacturing technology and its
members – those who design, build, sell,
and service the continuously evolving
technology that lies at the heart of manufacturing. For more, visit AMT’s website
atwww.amtonline.org.

MTConnect Challenge 2 Opens July 1

Three Cash Prizes to be Awarded at Conclusion of Challenge 2

The National Center for Defense
Manufacturing and Machining and AMTThe Association For Manufacturing
Technology announce today the start
of the second part of the MTConnect
Challenge: Creating
Manufacturing
Intelligence, a U.S. Department of
Defense - Defense-Wide Manufacturing
Science and Technology (DMS&T)
ManTech-sponsored two-part competition. MTConnect is an open, royaltyfree communications standard intended
to foster greater interoperability between
manufacturing equipment, devices, and
software applications thereby harnessing
a wealth of information and data available from the shop floor.
The MTConnect Challenge 1 sought
ambitious yet achievable ideas that harness innovation and manufacturing intelligence breakthroughs. Five winners were
awarded $5000 each.
The MTConnect Challenge 2, which
begins July 1, 2013, and closes Jan. 31,
2014, is seeking the development of
software applications that harness innovation and manufacturing intelligence
breakthroughs utilizing data acquired via

the MTConnect standard. Important
dates during Challenge 2 include:
• July 1, 2013 - January 31, 2014 Submission period for Challenge 2
• February 21st, 2014 - Ten semifinalists announced
• March 14th, 2014 - Five finalists
announced
• April 2014 - [MC]2 Conference Winners will be selected and announced
Participants will develop functional
software applications that address the objective and criteria of the challenge. The
MTConnect Challenge encourages submissions from a wide variety of diverse
perspectives - students and professionals,
scientist, and organizations, including
manufacturing entities. Participation in
Challenge 1 is not a prerequisite for participation in the MTConnect Challenge
2.
The grand prize of $100,000 will be
awarded to the Challenge winner in April
2014. The second place award recipient
will receive $75,000, and the third place
finisher will receive $50,000.
The goal of the MTConnect Challenge
is to engage and stimulate development
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of a broader base of advanced manufacturing intelligence software applications
that acquire data using the MTConnect
standard.
The result will be a more efficient
and competitive domestic manufacturing
infrastructure for parts and assemblies
for the defense enterprise. Additionally,
the objective of this Challenge is to create valuable low cost software tools and
applications that can be easily adopted
by manufacturing enterprises, especially
the mid and lower tier producers which
represent a significant portion of the
Department of Defense (DoD) supply
chain, to enhance their manufacturing capabilities to produce parts and
assemblies.
Those seeking more details about
this competition can learn more at
MTConnect2.challenge.gov.

Congress hears current challenges for
US manufacturing

One Voice members, Mike Mittler and Rick Schwind have called on Congress to help improve the climate for small
businesses in the US

Both
businessmen, members
of
the National Tooling and Machining
Association, testified at a US House of
Representatives Committee on Small
Business hearing entitled Made in the
USA: Stories of American Manufacturers.
The hearing looked to celebrate and recognise the re-emergence and accomplishments of small American manufacturers.
One Voice, the National Tooling and
Machining Association (NTMA) and
Precision
Metalforming Association’s
(PMA) joint federal government advocacy
programme, represents nearly 3,000 metalworking companies and aims to promote
US government policies that will ensure a
strong manufacturing sector in the US.
Partnering with his brother to establish
Mittler Brothers Machine & Tool over 30
years ago, a business which now employs
60 workers, Mike Mittler voiced concern
over the current US business climate:
“There is too much uncertainty out
there right now and the costs of manufacturing in America are rising, making
us less globally competitive. Uncertainty
over the healthcare law, instability in the

tax code, ineffective and costly regulations;
it seems most of our obstacles come from
Washington.
“In today’s climate, could my brother
and I succeed and create these jobs in
Missouri? Unfortunately, I think the answer is no.”
Mittler Brothers Machine & Tool manufactures custom equipment for industrial
automation and components for the racing,
aircraft and bike building industries. The
business sells products to customers across
the US, Mexico, New Zealand, Japan and
Russia, among others.
Rick Schwind, whose father purchased
Continental Tool & Mfg, testified that ongoing difficulty in finding skilled workers
is an impediment to long-term industry
growth:
“We continue to struggle to find skilled
labour. The combination of mathematics,
mechanics and technology are a challenge
for anyone new to this industry and the
learning curve is steep. The average age of
a skilled worker in our company is 50 and
that seems consistent across our industry.
“As a nation we need to build our skilled

labour bench strength, or we will have
many people with college degrees, but no
technical skills.”
Almost 80 percent of Continental Tool
& Mfg’s business involves manufacturing
tools for military use, as well as provides
machined components for cooling tower
companies, fire trucks, lighting fixtures,
pumps and valves.
President of the NTMA, Dave Tilstone
praised Small Business Committee
Chairman Sam Graves (R-MO) for holding the hearing:
“We are grateful for the tireless efforts
of Chairman Graves to focus on manufacturing in America. Our industry is the
backbone of the US economy, providing
jobs and supporting communities across
the country.
“Lawmakers should heed Chairman
Graves’ example and work together to design policies regarding taxes, healthcare,
regulations, skilled workers and many other
pressing issues that make the difference for
our industry’s long-term growth.”

CO2 LASER LENSES FEATURE LOW ABSORPTION COATINGS
A full line of CO2 lenses and mirrors
for engraving and marking lasers that are
optimized for 10.6 µm and available for
field replacement by users are available
from Laser Research Optics of Providence,
Rhode Island.
Laser Research CO2 Lenses and
Turning Mirrors meet ISO-10110 specifications for optical elements and are suitable for OEMs and as field replacements
for end-users. Featuring coatings with <
0.2% total absorption values to keep them
cooler, the lenses are capable of maintaining sharper cuts with fewer passes and the
silicon mirrors are made from silicon with
an enhanced silver DMBR coating to provide up to 99.6% reflectivity, claims the
firm.

Laser Research CO2 Lenses are offered
in 1/2” to 1-1/2” sizes with focal lengths
from 1” to 25” in 1/2” increments. Turning
Mirrors come in 3/4” to 3” dia. sizes from 2
to 10 mm thick. They are in stock and available for Camtech®, Emission®, Epilog®,
Ferba®, GCC laser Pro®, Gravograph®,
Jamieson®, Kern®, Pinnacle®, LST
Lasers®, Synrad®, Trotec®, Universal®
and Vytek® lasers.
Laser Research CO2 Lenses and
Turning Mirrors are priced according to
configuration and quantity; with delivery
from stock within 24-hours.
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IRS Issues New Rules for
Association Foundations
By: Eileen Morgan Johnson

Associations with related foundations that are considered to be “supporting organizations” under Internal
Revenue Code Section 509(a)(3)
should pay attention to a recent decision by the Internal Revenue Service.
The IRS published the final and proposed regulations for supporting organizations on December 28, 2012, in
T.D. 9605, “Payout Requirements for
Type III Supporting Organizations That
Are Not Functionally Integrated.”
The title is a misnomer; the Treasury
decision goes beyond addressing the
payout requirements for nonfunctionally integrated supporting organizations.
T.D. 9605 makes changes to some of the
other proposed regulations for supporting organizations that were published
for comment in an advance notice of
proposed rulemaking in 2009. It also
identifies a few areas where the IRS will
publish proposed rules in the future.
T.D. 9605 was effective on December
28, but it provides for up to a two-year
phase-in of some regulations.
Here’s what association executives
and legal counsel should know about
several key areas covered by T.D. 9605.
Types of Supporting Organizations
Section 509(a)(3) defines three types
of supporting organizations:
Type I:
A supporting organization that is
“operated, supervised, or controlled
by” one or more publicly supported
organizations (Section 509(a)(1) or
509(a)(2) organizations). A majority of
the supporting organization’s officers,
directors, or trustees are appointed
or elected by the supported organization’s officers, directors, trustees, or
members. This is the most common
type of supporting organization. It is
usually described as a parent/subsidiary
relationship. The IRS intends to issue
proposed regulations in the near future
to provide a new definition of “parent”
that addresses the power to remove and

replace officers, directors, or trustees of
the supported organization.
Type II:
A supporting organization supervised
or controlled in connection with one or
more publicly supported organizations.
Control or management of the supporting organization is placed with the same
persons who control or manage the supported organization. This type usually
involves overlapping board membership
between the supported and supporting
organizations, with at least a majority
of the board members of the supporting organization also on the board of
the supported organization. This is
described as a sibling relationship, with
two or more organizations working side
by side for similar exempt purposes.
Type III:
A supporting organization that is
operated in connection with one or
more publicly supported organizations.
Type III supporting organizations operate with some degree of independence.
They may have one or more board
members appointed by the supported
organization and governance provisions
to ensure that they are responsive to its
needs. They may provide financial support to their supported organization
or may directly carry out programs or
functions on its behalf.
Type III supporting organizations
are further classified as either functionally integrated or nonfunctionally
integrated.
Type III functionally integrated:
A supporting organization that is not
required to make payments to its supported organizations because the supporting organization performs some of
the functions of, or carries out the purposes of, its supported organizations.
(IRC Section 4943(f)(5)(B).) Due to
their close relationship with the organizations they support, Type III functionally integrated supporting organizations
are exempt from some of the rules
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imposed on Type III nonfunctionally
integrated supporting organizations.
If a supporting organization supports
more than one organization, that alone
can qualify it as a Type III functionally
integrated supporting organization.
Type III nonfunctionally integrated:
A supporting organization that is required to make annual distributions to
its supported organizations and follow
other rules similar to those applicable
to private foundations. Because of their
similarity to private foundations, they
may not receive contributions from private foundations.
Prohibited Gifts
The final regulations prohibit a Type
I or Type III supporting organization
from accepting a contribution from
“a person who, alone or together with
certain related persons, directly or indirectly controls the governing body of
a supported organization of the Type I
or Type III supporting organization, or
from persons related to a person possessing such control.” The IRS and
Treasury intend to issue a proposed
definition of “control” for this purpose
in the near future. (Section 1.509(a)4(f)(5).)
Required
Notice
to
Supported
Organizations
The final regulations require all Type
III supporting organizations to provide
each of their supported organizations
with “(1) a written notice addressed to
the principal officer of the supported
organization describing the amount and
type of support provided to the supported organization; (2) a copy of the
supporting organization’s most recently
filed Form 990 ... and (3) a copy of the
supporting organization’s governing
documents, including any amendments.
The required notification documents
must be postmarked or electronically
transmitted by the last day of the fifth
calendar month following the close of
the supported organization’s taxable

year.” (Section 1.509(a)-4 (i)(2).)
This required notice was in the
proposed regulations. Its purpose is to
give the supported organization an opportunity to provide information to the
supporting organization on its specific
needs for the year ahead. Once the supporting organization (the foundation)
has this information, it can better meet
the needs of the supported organization
(typically an association) in providing
funding or other assistance.
The IRS has clarified that the notice
must be sent to the principal officer of
each supported organization, even if the
same person holds that position in both
organizations. Rather than providing paper or electronic copies of the required
documents, the notice may include a
link to where the supported organization can find the most recently filed
Form 990 and/or governing documents
online. The supporting organization
may redact the name and address of any
contributors before providing the Form
990 to the supported organization.
Scholarships and Other Payments to
Individuals
If a supporting organization provides
grants, scholarships, or other payments
to individual beneficiaries, it must meet
three additional requirements:
1.The individual beneficiaries must
be members of the charitable class benefitted by the supporting organization.
2. The officers, directors, or trustees
of the supported organization must have
a significant voice in the timing of the
payments, the selection of recipients,
and the manner in which payments are
made.
3. The individual beneficiaries must
be selected on an objective and nondiscriminatory basis. (Section 1.509(a)
-4(i)(4)(ii)(D).)
For association foundations with
scholarship programs, this means that
recipients of scholarships or other financial awards must be among the
people that the foundation’s activities
are intended to benefit. The association’s volunteer leaders must have a significant say in determining the timing of
scholarship awards and the manner in
which they are paid.
The requirement that volunteer leaders have a role in selecting recipients
does not mean that every officer and

director must be involved; there are
several ways for the association leadership to have a “significant voice” in the
operation of the scholarship program.
For example, the board could work with
the foundation to establish criteria for
scholarship applicants, the budget for
awards each year, and the number of
applicants selected. Or the board could
form a committee to work with the
foundation staff or board in selecting
winners. The point of the regulation is
that the foundation and the association
must collaborate on the scholarship
program.
Nonfunctionally Integrated Payout Rule
A nonfunctionally integrated Type
III supporting organization has payout (i.e., distribution) requirements
that were initially designed under the
Pension Protection Act of 2006 to be
similar to the payout requirements of
private foundations. However, based on
a number of negative comments the IRS
received during the comment period,
the final regulations change the payout
rule for these organizations.
Rather than paying out 5 percent of
the fair market value of its nonexemptuse assets, a nonfunctionally integrated
Type III supporting organization is
required to distribute a “distributable
amount” that is “equal to the greater
of 85 percent of adjusted net income
or 3.5 percent of the fair market value
of the supporting organization’s nonexemptuse assets.” The distributable
amount is based on the fair market
value of the organization’s nonexemptuse assets in the immediately preceding
tax year. (Section 1.509(a)-4(i) (5)(ii).)
This requirement is the primary reason
many Type III supporting organizations
do not want to be found to be nonfunctionally integrated, as it takes away
some of the organization’s control of its
distributions.
Failure to Meet Requirements
If a Type III supporting organization
fails to meet the requirements of the
final and temporary regulations in T.D.
9605 and otherwise fails to qualify as
a public charity under Section 509(a)
(1), (2), or (4), it will be classified as
a private foundation. Note that failure
to provide the required annual notice
to the supported organization is considered to be a failure to meet the regula-

tions’ requirements. For this reason, it
is critical for foundations to provide the
annual report to the association, even if
the same staff is involved in overseeing
both entities.
Transition Relief
Organizations that were Type III supporting organizations as of December
28, 2012, were granted an extension of
time to meet the notice requirements
that matches the extension of time to
file their Form 990. This means that if
an organization obtains an extension
until November 15, 2013, to file its
Form 990 for 2012, then its notice to its
supported organizations is not due until
November 15, 2013. Thereafter, the notice to supported organizations is due at
the end of the fifth month following the
close of the taxable year—for example,
by May 31 for organizations with a calendar tax year. If the Form 990 for the
justcompleted tax year is not ready to
accompany the notice by May 31, then
the supporting organization should provide its most recently filed Form 990
to its supported organization. (Section
1.509(a)-4(i)(11).)
Nonfunctionally integrated supporting organizations have been given
two years to comply with the distribution requirement so that those who
have invested in nonliquid assets have
time to convert those assets to cash.
Associations with related foundations
that qualify as supporting organizations should become familiar with the
regulations applicable to their relationship. Failure to comply could cause the
foundation to be reclassified as a private
foundation with all of the compliance
requirements that accompany privatefoundation status.
Eileen Morgan Johnson is a partner
with Whiteford, Taylor & Preston, LLP.
Email: emjohnson@wtplaw.com.
This article is not intended to provide legal advice or opinion and should
not be relied on as such. Legal advice
can only be provided in response to a
specific fact situation.
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NTMA-U sets the standard in training once again.
Classes begin weekly – Fall Session begins just after Labor day
The correct workforce training has
the ability to transform a manufacturing
company into being very viable, efficient
and profitable. However, there is a misconception that all training is alike, and
because a local program offers training
and development, it may not mean that
your company actually has a need for the
course content that they “The Educators”
believe that you need. Workforce development through training programs such
as NTMA-U which is built by, and for
NTMA member companies like yours,
can benefit greatly from targeted workforce training.
Our industry is very much aware that
we can secure new productive employees
by using two methods; One - Hire someone who is already trained with the right
qualifications, and: Two - hire someone
who is not fully trained, but has good
mechanical potential, and aptitude for

the job.
NTMA-U offers a Mechanical
Aptitude Test that will assist you in
making the right decision on your new
hire. This test was written by NTMA
Education Team Members for the
NTMA Membership.
Finding the right Mechanical Aptitude
Recruiting Test that will identify a highly
skilled employee is not often very easy to
do in today’s manufacturing world, and it
may not always be practical, which is why
hiring someone that you can train from
the ground up becomes necessary. Once
you find a candidate, identifying the correct training program can be every bit as
complicated.
Recently we received an e-mail from
an NTMA member Dan Schulze – Layke
Incorporated
“ Thank you for the update on Justin.
His efforts are paying off in NTMA-U

OIL MIST & SMOKE
IN YOUR SHOP?

with both grades and his increased
knowledge in machining. We have congratulated Justin on his ability to learn
and apply what he has learned and would
like to thank you for the NTMA-U
program.”
To hire an employee who can be
trained to your strict company standards,
compared to a pre-trained individual
who may have been trained in ways that
do not quite fit your company’s exact re“I just wanted to tell you thank you for your help with this
testing. We really liked how it worked, and also the speed
that you’re able to get results back to us. Fredon will be
incorporating this into our hiring process.”
Rich Ditto, Vice President of Operations –
Fredon Corporation regarding the Mechanical Aptitude Test

quirements is a juggling act at the least.
NTMA-U offers training that can be
undertaken in a single block, or it can be
spread over a set period of time, such as
a particular day each week, or at a particular time for an hour or more each day.
The program or courses that NTMA-U
offers may be flexible in this respect, depending on how much control lies within
the company, or if the company can arrange solutions that fits their employees
working schedule and their skills needs.
New classes begin weekly, with the
largest number of NTMA Members enrolling employees at in our Fall Session
that begins just after Labor Day. Call
Now to reserve a spot, see what other
NTMA members are all talking about.
To enroll just call NTMA Vice
President
Ken
McCreight
– 216-264-2834

www.mistcollectors.com
Tel: 1-800-645-4174
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How Will You Keep Manufacturing Information Flowing? MESA Knows.
By Julie Fraser, Outreach Director MESA International

We’ve seen many changes in manufacturing over the past 20
years, and the pace is accelerating. While customer demands, equipment, and materials are evolving, so is one of the keys to any manufacturing business’ success. That key is manufacturing information.
The goal is to have manufacturing information be up-to-date,
flow rapidly, be accurate, and allow for good decisions every moment at every level. But reaching that goal is another story. How can
a company achieve it? Manufacturers turn to the Manufacturing
Enterprise Solutions Association International (MESA) for answers. MESA members boast that on anything about IT-based systems for their manufacturing operation, MESA knows.
MESA is a global not-for-profit industry association dedicated
to improving outcomes for businesses and their people through the
use of manufacturing information. MESA is comprised of manufacturers, producers, solution providers, and industry thought leaders collaborating to formulate practical strategies to turn plant-floor
data into valuable knowledge for enterprise success.
The MESA community uses the MESA model to help communicate the various levels of the enterprise. MESA’s focus is specifically on the IT-based systems that sit above industrial automation
and below the enterprise-wide systems. In the Purdue model and
the S-95 standard, this is called level 3: plant-wide information. This
is one of the areas where many companies have an acute skills shortage. These companies need to understand manufacturing processes
and IT. The amount and complexity of knowledge in this space can
be overwhelming, so MESA makes it easy for manufacturing professionals at any level to understand the information quickly and
accurately.

Originally developed in 1996, the MESA Model has evolved to recognize the
importance and use of production information in the immediate departmental
and supervisory roles. And, also the roles of interaction with and support for
enterprise and administrative applications such as Enterprise Resource Planning, Customer Relationship Management, Product Lifecycle Management, and
Supply Chain Management. Download the MESA Model at www.MESA.org, White
Paper #39

Online and onsite education
The association has just released its first schedule of online
courses as one of the mediums to help educate manufacturers. This
program is called the MESA Global Education Program (GEP),
which has been accredited by the International Association for
Continuing Education and Training (IACET) and offers continuing education units (CEUs). In less than 3 years, MESA GEP has
trained over 600 professionals from departments like executive and
sales, to plant-floor and operations.
GEP focuses on raising the level of understanding of manufacturing software systems across manufacturing industries. The
courses have helped many professionals feel confident in starting
MES projects. “I wish I attended this course prior to starting this
Corporate MES project. This is excellent material,” said GEP
Student Frank Ciano, Production Information Systems Advisor,
Xstrata Copper in Australia.
In addition to online courses, MESA offers face-to-face certificate classes on Manufacturing Execution Systems/ Manufacturing
Operations Management at both awareness (2-day) and competency (4-day) levels. There is also a one-day program on the integration between enterprise and plant information using the B2MML
XML version of the ANSI/ISA-95 standard. Companies have the
opportunity to hold a private in-house program where MESA will
teach only the courses the company requests.
Resource library
For those who like to research on their own and stay up to date,
MESA offers an online library of downloadable resources. These
resources have been the cornerstone of MESA since its founding
over 20 years ago. The MESA Resource Library includes over 800
white papers, guidebooks, presentations, webcasts, and articles that
deliver information manufacturers can use today. These are based
on practitioner member knowledge of what’s really important,
what works, and how to ensure your information systems and programs work effectively. “MESA’s information on innovations, latest trends and thought provoking insights to efficient use of energy,
materials and manpower for sustainable growth in Manufacturing
has been a great source for me,” says member Sanjay Desai, CEO
of RBD Engineers in India.
MESA education and resources evolve as fast as the industry.
The association is able to keep up because they work with major
industry analyst firms, create initiatives based on member feedback, and partner with other industry associations. MESA and
industry analyst firms conduct research on manufacturing enterprise solutions. This year, MESA has agreements in place with
Gartner to research the benefits of MES; with IDC Research on
new manufacturing software technologies; and with LNS Research
in MESA’s ongoing research on best practices for measuring operational and business performance.
Initiatives are a common way for MESA to extend its reach
and serve members better. Internal MESA initiatives have created
a series of guidebooks on asset performance management, lean
manufacturing, performance measurement, product lifecycle management, ROI and making the business case to invest in software,
quality and regulatory compliance, real-time enterprise, sustainability and eco-efficiency, and systems integration. Initiatives have
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issues for manufacturers around the world.
As much as MESA knows, sometimes
it’s the simple act of connecting members
on a regional and international level that
leads to new knowledge. For instance, regulations and work conditions in one region
may be shifting to be more like those in another. And, members often find that comMESA’s Certificate of Competency Global Education Program In-House at Samsung SDS in South Korea, June 2013.
panies in one manufacturing or production
industry (such as precision machining)
have tackled some process and information system problems that
also led to the development of the Business-to-Manufacturingothers are just getting to now. This non-competitive collaboration
Markup Language (B2MML), an XML approach to integrating
fosters outside-the-box thinking and has often sparked new ways of
plant and business systems for effective information flows.
approaching issues inside MESA member companies.
Industry partnerships make MESA even stronger. International
The bottom line? Members benefit from knowing what MESA
standards bodies such as ISA and ISO look to MESA as the pragknows. We invite NTMA members to explore what MESA offers,
matic association to help ensure their work is both relevant and
and join the discussion. www.mesa.org
ready for manufacturers to act on effectively. Other associations
such as the Resource Consumption Accounting Institute (RCAI),
the Project Management Institute (PMI), and many others work
with MESA to ensure that complementary information is shared
among members. MESA also partners with many event producers
to enhance the content of conferences that address information

Apprentice Competition Winner,
Tim Makosky of
Stellar Precision Components
For the second year in a row, an apprentice from Stellar Precision Components claims the title of NTMA
Apprentice Competition winner. Congratulations to Tim
Makosky.

The competition, held at New Century Careers Training
Innovation Center on Pittsburgh’s Southside in the spring, challenges 3rd and 4th year apprentices for the title of best metalworking apprentice in southwestern Pennsylvania. Contestants are
judged on a written exam as well as the precision of their machined
parts.
Tim graduated from Hempfield High school In 2007. He also
attended CWCTC from 2004-2007 for welding. Tim worked at
Stellar during High School as a welder. After high school Tim joined
the Local 354 Plumbers and Pipe Fitters. Tim returned to Stellar
full time in 2010, and began the NTMA apprentice program.
As an apprentice, Tim spends most of his time in the manual machining department and serves as the Manufacturing Supervisor’s
right-hand in everything from assembly, to welding to machine
repair.
Tim’s grandfather, Mike Vucish, Sr. actually started Stellar
Precision Components and he has been around the shop since he
was a small boy. The company is currently owned by his mother,
Lori Vucish Alberight and Tim’s uncle, Mike Vucish, Jr.
Stellar Precision Components opened its doors in 1978. Today,
the two-shift staff supports a growing number of defense and

Runner up, Joe Kelly; Manufacturing Supervisor, Ed Frieze; and 1st place winner, Tim
Makosky all of Stellar Precision Components
aerospace programs in offering numerous services including nondestructive testing, heat treating, Teflon coating, wire EDM, and
others in addition to meticulous machining. From a modest tenman facility solely manufacturing, Stellar has transformed within
the years to become ISO 9001: 2008 & AS9100 Rev. C Certified
while employing over sixty individuals. The company has employed
NTMA Apprentice Competition winners from 2009, 2012 and
now, 2013.
Also of note, the 2012 winner, Joseph Kelly, of Stellar Precision
Components, was a very close second place in the 2013 competition.
The Pittsburgh Chapter NTMA and Stellar Precision
Components congratulate Tim Makosky on his progress, commitment, and achievements. In addition to this prestigious recognition, Makosky also won an NTMA/Gerstner toolbox.
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Additional Large-Part Production Capacity
Reprinted from Southwest Manufacturing News – July 2013

Major Tool & Machine has placed a
multi-million-dollar order for large part
machining systems from MAG IAS that
includes a new VTC 2500, a new U5 XL
2500 universal portal mill with turning
capabilities, and a rebuild/ retrofit of a
Dörries Scharmann (DSI) mill/turn gantry machine. In addition to milling, the
U5 will provide large-part turning with
an integrated 4 meter (13 ft) rotary table.
Major Tool’s existing DSI machine will be
retrofitted with a new cross saddle and ram
from the MAG U6 line, along with five interchangeable cutting heads and Siemens
840D sl CNC. Scheduled for completion
in 2015, the machines will be delivered
to, and retrofit work done at, Major Tool’s
500,000-sq-ft climate controlled campus,
which serves the nuclear, aerospace, energy and general industrial markets.
“Indianapolis-based Major Tool &
Machine is one of North America’s largest
contract producers of massive fabrications
and machined parts, serving elite companies and agencies with products and

services that meet the highest industry
requirements. Our quality certifications
include AS9100 and ISO 9001, as well
as multiple stamps for production and
inspection of pressure vessels, boilers and
nuclear equipment. Our niche is very large
parts made of exotic materials, such as
Inconel,Waspalloy, Hastelloy and similar
metals,” said Steve Weyreter, Chairman
and CEO of Major Tool. “We are one of
the few North American shops that can
turn parts as large as 43 feet in diameter,
and we combine this with certified capabilities for welding and fabrication with
exotic materials.”
According to Weyreter, the new U5
machine will initially replace production
capacity during the rebuild of Major Tool’s
massive DSI gantry mill/turn machine.
“This is an extremely complex project that
involves much more than simply adding
machine tools, because it is critical that we
maintain our large-part mill/turn capacity
when the DSI machine goes offline,” he
said. “Part of our reputation is based on

the depth of our capacity, so coordination
and timing are vital when we take a critical machine offline. For a complex project requiring this level of management,
engineering and technical resources, we
preferred to work with a domestic source,
and we have a long history with MAG.
This will also be a joint project to a great
extent where our own staff will be heavily
involved in the work.”
The rail-type U5 XL 2500 will introduce the newest and largest model of the
U5 portal mill series, continuing the expansion of the Cincinnati U5 line that was
launched more than a decade ago. Major
Tool’s U5 XL 2500 will be equipped with
a 2.5 m (8.2 ft) Z-axis ram and multiple
automatically changed cutting heads for
five-axis and complex geometry machining of large, tall parts. Configured with 22
m (72 ft) of X-axis rail,the machine’s X
range can be lengthened in 3.6 m (12 ft)
increments. Y-axis range is 5,000 mm(196.
85 inches). Machining heads purchased
by Major Tool include a turning head

POWERFUL, PRECISE, RELIABLE.
Powered by Tiger·tec® Silver
The new generation of mills from Walter
BlaxxTM stands for a reliable system which captivates the user with its absolute precision and
stands out through its extremely high productivity. The Blaxx™ F5041 and F5141 shoulder mills are
therefore based on a newly developed, incredibly robust tool body, which is fitted with the most
efficient of Walter Valenite indexable inserts, powered by Tiger·tec® Silver.
Find out more about the unbeatable combination of Blaxx™ and Tiger·tec® Silver now:
www.walter-tools.com/us

THENTMA_Blaxx-HP4C-Record.indd
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as part of the Siemens CNC retrofit, then
lation challenge,” said Randal Von Moll,
with Sandvik Coromant Capto C8 tool
tuned to make it position more quickly
MAG Director of Technical Sales. Five
interface, and 5-axis gimbal, vertical and
and accurately. As a final step, MAG serinterchangeable U6 cutting heads for
horizontal heads with CAT 50 BIG Plus
vice engineers will check and correct the
the machine include vertical milling (97
tool interface. Dual-range 52- kW(70 HP)
machine’s geometric alignments, calibrate
kW/130 HP), vertical offset (37 kW/50
spindles enable aggressive cutting in diffithe axes, and conduct circle/ diamond/
HP), right-angle milling (97 kW/130 HP),
cult materials. MAG will configure the masquare and horsepower test cuts. “The
5-axis gimbal (52 kW/70 HP) and turning.
chine for integration of a 4 m (13 ft) rotary
updated machine modules, new CNC,
The retrofit also includes a five-positable to be purchased by Major Tool, and
servomotors and drives will result in mation head changing stand, new distancethen in - stall the table and drive. Upon acchine performance that will exceed what
coded X-Y-W scales, a new 60-pocket
ceptance of the U5 machine, MAG technithis machine could do when it was new,”
tool changer and Renishaw spindle probe
cians will begin rebuild/retrofit of the DSI
said Von Moll.
and laser toolsetter. Distance- coded
in Major Tool’s plant.
The MAG (Giddings & Lewis) VTC
scales minimize the axis travel (and time)
As part of the rebuild/retrofit of the
2500 is engineered to make short work of
needed to re-home, aiding in shortened
DSI mill/turn gantry machine, MAG will
large-part turning for a variety of induscycle times, according to Von Moll. The
adapt a new cross saddle - including a U6
tries, offering multiprocessing machining
machine’s 6 m(19.7 ft) rotary table will be
2.5- meter ram with integrated C axis - to
capabilities with high end specifications
equipped with a new electric motor/drive
the machine’s existing cross rail. The sadlike ±1,560 mm (61
dle and ram modules
in) of full X-axis travel
will be unit assembled
left/right of center,
at MAG’s Hebron,
2,755mm(108.5
in)
KY, plant, complete
rail height, 2,700 mm
with utilities, plumbswing and 84- kW
ing and wiring, prior
(112. 6 HP) table
to shipment and instaldrive. The VTC 2500
lation. The ram has a
accepts modular Capto
robust cross section of
C8 tooling. Major
697 mm (27.4 in) by
Tool added versatility
769 mm (30.3 in) to
to the machine with a
withstand high cutting
90-degree live spindle
forces during heavy
and an angular indexmetal removal. “These
ing head, both housed
new modules need to
in the tool magazine
interface precisely with
for automatic changing
the existing way/bearinto the new MAG SL
ing systems and drives
250 adaptor.
on the DSI machine,
so it’s a significant
Major Tool’s U5 XL 2500 will be equipped with a 2.5 m (8.2 ft) Z-axis ram and multiple automatically
engineering and instalchanged cutting heads for five-sided and complex-geometry machining of large, tall parts.

ABRASIVE GRINDING WHEELS REMOVE PIPE THREAD CORROSION AND BURRS
A line of cotton fiber abrasive wheels for
removing rust, corrosion, and thread-lock
from pipe threads during oil field inspections and process maintenance, as well as
deburring manufactured pipe and tubing,
is available from Rex-Cut Abrasives of Fall
River, Massachusetts.
Rex-Cut® Type 1 Wheels for pipe
thread maintenance feature multiple layers
of non-woven cotton fabric and aluminum oxide abrasives pressed and bonded
together with a soft bond and are ideally suited for removing rust and corrosion
from pipe threads. For thread-lock removal
without changing the thread geometry,
Smooth Touch™ wheels with a medium
bond are recommended and last up to five

times longer than unitized wheels, claims
the firm.
Developed for use on stainless steel,
Inconel®, and other highly-alloyed pipe
and tubing, Rex-Cut® Type 1 and Smooth
Touch™ Wheels for pipe thread maintenance are available 1/16”, 1/8”, and 1/4”
thick and 2”, 3” and 4” sizes. For manual
or robotic deburring and finishing of machined and cast parts, different grit types,
grain sizes, and bonds are offered.
Rex-Cut® Type 1 Wheels and Smooth
Touch™ Wheels are priced according to
type and quantity. Samples and pricing are
provided on request.
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Dealing with Heat Stress in the Metal Shop
Work Environment
US-Reports, Risk Services
Heat stress in the work environment is a common problem during
the hot summer months. This issue is most commonly thought of as a
problem for people working outdoors in the sun, such as construction
workers and gardeners, but it can also pose a health hazard for factory employees working indoors in non-air conditioned buildings. This
is particularly true for welders and painters that must wear protective
suits or barrier clothing such as aprons, chaps, or sleeves. Operations
involving high air temperatures, radiant heat sources, high humidity,
direct physical contact with hot objects, or strenuous physical activities
have a high potential for inducing heat stress in employees engaged in
such operations.
What is heat stress, and how can it be prevented? The issue is
regulation of body heat. In order to maintain a fairly constant internal
temperature, the body finds ways to get rid of excess heat by varying
the rate and amount of blood circulation through the skin and by the
release of fluid onto the skin by the sweat
glands. This process requires the heart to
pump more blood, and blood circulates
closer to the surface of the skin so the extra heat is lost to the environment, while
evaporation of sweat cools the skin. But
when ambient relative humidity is high,
sweat evaporation decreases. More blood
goes to the external surface of the body,
with less going to muscles, the brain and
other organs, causing a drop in strength,
an increase in fatigue, and possibly a
change in mental condition. Thus, there
is an increased risk of accidents due to slippery, sweaty palms; dizziness;
fogged safety glasses; and a heat-related decline in alertness. Also, when
people are overheated, they tend to become more irritable and angry
and may be more likely to take unsafe shortcuts.
The Heat Index can be used to help determine the risk of heat-related illness. Depending on the heat index value, the risk for heat-related
illness can range from lower to very high to extreme. As the heat index
value goes up, more preventive measures are needed to protect workers.
Most people can work safely when the heat index is <91°F with only
basic measures for worker safety and health, as required by OSHA. As
minimum measures, employers have a duty to:
• Provide adequate amounts of drinking water in convenient,
visible locations close to the work area.
• Ensure that adequate medical services are available. Where
medical services (e.g., emergency medical services, clinic,
hospital) are not available within 3-4 minutes, have
appropriately trained personnel and adequate medical supplies
on site.
• Follow additional precautions for workers wearing heavy or nonbreathable clothing or impermeable chemical protective clothing
because they are at greater risk even when the risk to other
workers is lower. Workers in heavy, non-breathable or
“impermeable” protective clothing can experience heat-related
illness at temperatures as low as 70°F. They should be monitored

closely for signs of heat-related illness.
• Acclimatize new and returning workers performing strenuous
work. These individuals may be at high risk for heat-related
illness, even when the heat index is low. People who have not
worked in hot weather for a week or more need time for their
bodies to adjust, and need to take more breaks and not do too
much strenuous work during their first weeks on the job.
Heat disorders and health effects include, from the most to least serious:
Heat Stroke
This occurs when the body’s temperature regulation system fails
and body temperature rises to critical levels. Heat stroke is a potentially
life-threatening medical emergency. The primary signs and symptoms
are confusion; irrational behavior; loss of consciousness; convulsions; a
lack of sweating (usually) with hot, dry skin; and an abnormally high
body temperature (>104°F).
Heat Exhaustion
Signs and symptoms of heat exhaustion include headache, nausea,
vertigo, weakness, thirst, and fainting.
This should be taken very seriously,
because fainting associated with heat
exhaustion can be dangerous because
the victim may be operating machinery
or controlling an operation that should
not be left unattended. Also, the victim
may be injured when he or she faints.
Fortunately, this condition responds
readily to prompt treatment: workers
suffering from heat exhaustion should be removed from the hot environment and given fluid replacement.
Heat Cramps
Usually caused by performing hard physical labor in a hot environment. Heat cramps have been attributed to an electrolyte imbalance
caused by sweating. Note: cramps can be caused by both too much
and too little salt. Cramps appear to be caused by the lack of water
replenishment, and thirst cannot be relied on as a guide to the need for
water. Instead, water must be taken every 15 to 20 minutes in hot environments. Drinking commercially available carbohydrate-electrolyte
replacement liquids can also be effective in minimizing physiological
disturbances during recovery.
Heat Rashes
The most common problem in hot work environments. Prickly heat
occurs in skin that is persistently wetted by unevaporated sweat, and
heat rash papules may become infected if they are not treated. In most
cases, heat rashes will disappear when the affected individual returns to
a cool environment.
Heat Fatigue
Caused primarily by a lack of acclimatization. The use of a program
of acclimatization and training for work in hot environments is advisable to prevent this condition. The signs and symptoms of heat fatigue
include impaired performance of skilled sensorimotor, mental, or vigilance jobs.
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Evaluating Workplace Conditions for Heat Stress Potential
A trained and experienced consultant, such as an industrial hygienist certified by the American Board of Industrial Hygiene (a CIH) can
conduct an inspection of your facility to evaluate workplace heat stress
potential using the same methods and procedures used by OSHA field
investigators. Such an inspection would typically include:
• Determining building and operations characteristics;
• Evaluating whether engineering controls are functioning
properly;
• Reviewing OSHA 300 logs for indicators of trends in heatrelated illness; and
• Performing Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (WBGT)
measurements and making other determinations to identify
potential sources of heat stress.
Portable electronic WBGT heat stress monitors can calculate
the WBGT index according to established American Conference of
Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH®)Threshold Limit
Value® (TLV®) equations. With this WBGT data and information on
the type of work being performed, it can be determined how long a
person can safely work or remain in a particular hot environment:
Work/Rest Regimen 	Light	Moderate	Heavy
(continuous work)
86°F
80°F
77°F
75% work, 25% rest, each hour
87°F
82°F
78°F
50% work, 50% rest, each hour
89°F
85°F
82°F
25% work, 75% rest, each hour
90°F
88°F
86°F
(values are in °F, WBGT)
These TLV®’s are based on the assumption that nearly all acclimatized, fully clothed workers with adequate water and salt intake should
be able to function effectively under the given working conditions

without exceeding a deep body temperature of 100.4° F.
They are also based on the assumption that the WBGT of the resting place is the same or very close to that of the workplace. Where
the WBGT of the work area is different from that of the rest area, a
time-weighted average (TWA) should be used (see current edition of
the ACGIH® Threshold Limit Values® for Chemical Substances and
Physical Agents and Biological Exposure Indices).
These TLV®’s apply to physically fit and acclimatized individuals
wearing light summer clothing. If heavier clothing that impedes sweat
or has a higher insulation value is required to be used, the permissible
heat exposure TLV®’s in this table must be reduced by the corrections
shown in the following table:
Clothing Type	Clo* Value 	WBGT correction
		
(in °C)
Summer lightweight work clothing
0.6
0
Cotton coveralls
1.0
-2
Winter work clothing
1.4
-4
Water barrier, permeable
1.2
-6
*Clo Value(Insulation value of clothing). One clo = 5.55 kcal/m2/
hr of heat exchange by radiation and convection for each degree °C
difference in temperature between the skin and the adjusted dry bulb
temperature.
Source: OSHA Technical Manual, Section III, Chapter 4: Heat
Stress
In summary, you can “beat the heat” and reduce the risk of heat
stress related injury and illness among your metal shop employees by:
• Evaluating workplace conditions (e.g., by using WBGT measurements) and making engineering changes if possible, such as improving
ventilation and providing shielding from heat sources, or adjusting
work schedules;
•Monitoring the NOAA Heat Index, and
providing workers with cool, palatable drinking water and/or carbohydrate-electrolyte
replacement liquids during high heat index
A Right-From-The-Start™ ERP success story.
days; and
•Training your employees in the potential
hazards
of, and procedures and methods for,
“The busier we got, the more we needed
coping with heat stress in the workplace.
a powerful ERP system up and
This article has been written and provided
running. Out here, there’s
from noted sources by David A. Wilson,
CIH, CHMM, our lead Certified Industrial
no time for down time.”
Hygienist (CIH) at USR Risk Services. Dave
Andy Bubulka,
works with our nationally based industrial
Manufacturing Plant Manager
hygienists and other safety professionals as
H-J Enterprises, St. Louis, MO
project lead or directly with our clientele as
requested. Dave travels nationally and per“That’s why we went with Global Shop Solutions. They were in, they were
forms onsite assessments, evaluations, samout, and we were seeing major new efficiencies—right from the start.
pling, presentations and consultations. With
What a tremendous difference their ERP system, and their people, made
over 30 years experience in the business he is
in accelerating our workflow, lowering overall costs, and setting the stage
the best in the business and an integral part of
for unconstrained growth. Very powerful. Only regret
our industrial hygiene services offered across
is that we didn’t go with them years ago.”
the country.
For additional details or to simply discuss
For a FREE copy of “Get ERP Right The First Time™”
your situation of need please contact Dan
call 1-800-364-5958 or visit
Finn, VP US-Reports, Risk Services a 1-800www.GlobalShopSolutions.com.
223-2310 x223 or riskservices@us-reports.
com
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How Top Companies are Elevating Loyalty,
Productivity and Innovation in Their Workforce
Treat Your Organization’s Most Valuable Resource with Care, Says Former Businessman of the Year

When a successful formula is discovered in
the business world, it’s copied and becomes part
of standard operating procedure throughout
entire industries.
The newest SOP trend among leading businesses? – Focusing on employee and family
well-being, says Gary Kunath, who was honored
nationally as Businessman of theYear and recognized with a dinner hosted by the President of
the United States.
“Many think that professional well-being
drives personal well-being, but it’s the exact
opposite,” says Kunath, a speaker at top business schools and
businesses including Lockheed and
Marriott, and author
of
“Life...Don’t
Miss It. I Almost
Did: How I Learned
To Live Life to Its
Fullest,”
(www.
lifedontmissitbook.
com).
“The top compaGary Kunath
nies know focusing
on employee well-being is critical and serves as
the conduit to increasing innovation, emotional
loyalty, natural productivity and overall profitability, but they have exhausted the traditional
vehicles inside their companies to do this, so
they are focusing on impacting their employees
lives ‘outside’ of the company.”
Employee well-being is very smart business and everyone wins, he says; it’s the key to
elevating associate engagement. According to
the Aspen Institute, more than 70 percent of
employees today would sacrifice promotions
and pay increases for family well-being. Yet only
40 percent of employees feel their employers
demonstrate that they care about them, says the
American Psychology Association.
Several major corporations have approached
Kunath and asked him to build a program that
shows their people how to master life balance
and maximize the joy and contentment in their
lives, he says.
“The results have been tremendous,” he
says. “People love that they are cared for just
as much when leaving the building as they are
when arriving.”

focusing on the areas, and the people, that really
Kunath’s newest three hour seminar for
matter,” he says.
businesses centers on employee life balance
Power of Perspective:
and well-being; here he offers five things busiWhy is it that people who have faced death
ness owners and employees should consider in
often live the most? Why must we wait for adachieving life balance:
versity to teach us to get the most out of life?
Bring humanity back to the workplace:
The answer is that you don’t. Kunath emphaThere are simple truths about what motisizes various perspectives on how you can live
vates employees today and what they want and
life to the fullest every day and what the keys are
need from their employers. Employee well-being
to maximizing employee and family well-being.
drives profits and is good for business, he points
The three greatest gifts you can give your family:
out. Employers need to allow employees to comFor all the importance and effort involved
pletely disconnect from work in their off hours
in mastering a worklife to fund a family’s well– for instance, not expecting them to respond to
being, the three greatest gifts you have to offer
emails or conference calls after hours. He also
are actually free! They are time, memories and
points out the “Life Balance Dilemmas” people
traditions. Time is our greatest resource, and it’s
face, including his own; a former workaholic
also our most scarce, which makes memories all
lifestyle nearly ruined his family relationships
the more important. They give you a place to go
before he learned how to develop balance.
for all of your life. Traditions live on after you’re
The “Life … Don’t Miss It” approach:
gone; they’re a legacy you leave for your loved
According to a Harvard study, we all have
ones.
the capability to maximize our happiness regardless of the situation we find ourselves in. A
large part of how happy you are is determined
through intentional
activity. There are
things you can do to
maximize happiness
in your life even in
the worst of adversities. Giving people a
way to elevate their
Mountain Tech Manufacturing announced recently that it has refamily well-being is
ceived ISO 13485: 2003 certification for its Quality Management System
critical to top perforin accordance with Platinum Registration, Inc. This is in addition to
mance on the job.
Mountain Tech Manufacturing’s ISO 9001:2008 certification received
Applying Life-Balance
in 2011.
secrets:
ISO 13485:2003 certification establishes a commitment to qualKunath targets 10
ity management systems by an organization demonstrating its ability to
points for Mastering
provide medical devices, components and services that consistently meet
Life Balance. Some
customer requirements and regulatory requirements applicable to mediof those points are:
cal devices, components (sub-assemblies) and related services. The cerMoney doesn’t make
tification demonstrates that Mountain Tech Manufacturing has successyou rich; Express
fully implemented a quality management system that conforms to the
gratitude to others;
world-wide standard for medical device and component manufacturing.
the power of per“This achievement demonstrates Mountain Tech Manufacturing’s
spective; relationship
commitment to the highest level of quality management and design conrefinement (thinning
trols to meet our customers’ specifications. This commitment to quality
the herd); and Good
saves our customers valuable time, effort, and streamlines the overall progoes around. “All of
cess of qualifying Mountain Tech Manufacturing as a supplier. ” Scott
these points go to the
Johnson, General Manager at Mountain Tech Manufacturing stated.
overall perspective of
total life balance and

Mountain Tech Manufacturing
Receives ISO 13485 Certification
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Hannover messe 2014
April 7-11, HAnnover, GermAny
Welcome to the world’s leading trade fair for industrial technology.

A perfect network of seven flAGsHip fAirs
International appeal, coverage of all the relevant issues and a concentration of senior
decisionmakers make HANNOVER MESSE the premier destination for doing new
business and making new contacts – and the first choice for industry professionals,
politicians and the scientific community.
The core display categories at HANNOVER MESSE are inspired by global
megatrends and drivers of growth such as energy and environmental engineering,
mobility and urbanization. All these themes are addressed in the 7 leading trade
shows in the 2013 line-up.

If you are interested in attending this show, please contact Emily Lipovan at
elipovan@ntma.org

2014 trAdesHow lineup

Synergistic technologies. Get the full picture at HANNOVER MESSE. WWW.HANNOVERMESSE.dE

enerGy

The energy industry worldwide is facing the
need for change.
At the trade fair Energy trade visitors from
across the globe can discover how, with
the right mix and control, state-of-the-art
technology and solutions can meet this challenge.This is the only trade
fair for the energy sector which covers the entire value chain – from energy
generation, supply and storage through to transmission and distribution to
smart grids. All at one venue.

mobili tec

Leading Trade Fair for Hybrid and Electric
Powertrain Technologies, Mobile Energy Storage
and Alternative Mobility Solutions
This leading trade fair is now firmly established as
the No.1 business platform for hybrid and electric mobility technologies.
The entire industry comes to Hanover to meet its customers worldwide.
This is where the key contracts are signed, projects launched and joint
ventures further developed.

industriAl Greentec

Leading Trade Fair for Environmental Technology
Following its successful launch, the Leading Trade
Fair for Environmental Technology is being further
expanded. Themes such as sustainable production,
techniques for safeguarding air and water quality and the recycling industry
attract a lot of interest from visitors and the media.
Green technologies, developed by industry for industry, form the core of
the exhibition.

industriAl AutomAtion

The international profile of the event and the broad
spectrum of topics and trends covered by Industrial
Automation offers exhibitors new opportunities to
tap into global markets and thus helps secure your
business success.
In 2014 Industrial Automation will again take up the themes that interest
trade visitors from various sectors: the networking of automation and IT,
process automation, energy and materials efficiency, robotics and systems
integration, as well as smart systems offering solutions in assembly and
handling.

diGitAl fActory

Leading Trade Fair for Integrated Processes and
IT Solutions.
From the very start the integration of all processes
in the industrial value chain has been the core
topic of Digital Factory, the Leading Trade Fair for Integrated Processes
and IT Solutions.
This focus was reflected by the HANNOVER MESSE slogan in 2013
– Integrated Industry. Embedded software is the most important driver
of innovative products, while IT solutions such as those showcased at
Digital Factory are the key tools for developing and manufacturing these
products.

industriAl supply

Boasting highly specialized expertise and
adaptability, industrial suppliers play an
important role in their customers’ ongoing drive
for innovation.
The components and assemblies supplied by these specialist
subcontractors are vital for the manufacture of all downstream end
products. This symbiotic relationship makes today’s industrial suppliers
the forerunners of what we now call “Integrated Industry”. Exhibitors at
Industrial Supply will show how the growing demands of customers can
be met through intelligent components and assemblies and collaborative
partnerships. Attended by decision-makers from all your user sectors
and over 50 nations, this show is the ideal place for you to market your
solutions for materials, components, systems and processes.

reseArcH & tecHnoloGy

Leading Trade Fair for R&D and Technology
Transfer. Industry worldwide faces enormous
challenges.
In order to deal with complex issues such as the
continuing integration of industrial processes, the transition to renewable
energy, the effi cient use of resources, sustainability, mobility, lightweight
construction and the development of alternative resources and new
materials, industry needs science. At the same time, R&D professionals
need eff ective partners in industry and government in order to market
their innovations successfully.
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Double-sided insert with up to 12 cutting edges for
a more productive cutting process.
Higher clearance angles designed in the cutter bodies
to permit pocketing, profiling, and 5-axis machining.
Three different insert sizes and three topography styles per size,
cover any type of material, component, and application.
Unique anti-rotation feature for excellent stability with higher feed
rates and cutting forces while allowing for user-friendly insert rotation.

Working harder and smarter. That’s Rodeka. That’s Different Thinking.
TM

Kennametal introduces a new and revolutionary double-sided
round milling insert — Rodeka.
TM

It’s capabilities span multiple types of milling operations
and workpiece materials, providing the latest double-sided
insert technology to increase your productivity with the most
efficient cost per edge. Now That’s Different Thinking.
That’s Kennametal.
Rodeka double-sided round inserts:
TM

• Three insert ICs: 10, 12, and 16mm.
• Innovative, cutting-edge design increases
tool life and reduces cutting forces.

To learn more about Rodeka and the latest machining
technologies, contact your authorized Kennametal distributor,
call 800.446.7738, or visit www.kennametal.com.

• Also offered, Rodeka 8, a tailor-made
solution for turbine blade machining.
TM

©2013 Kennametal Inc. l All rights reserved. l A-13-03153
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Manufacturing Awards 2013:
Dan Sunia dedicates second career
to machinist training
By Gary Quackenbush , North Bay Business Journal

With a welcoming smile
and a warm greeting, Dan
Sunia proudly invites guests to
tour the machine shop at the
Petaluma High School where
he is celebrating his 13th year
as a high school instructor and
coordinator of an apprenticeship
program that has seen over 100
young men and women graduate and go on to build careers as
machinists in local industries.
“The success of this program
is a key achievement for Dan.
Since 2000 he has been our
apprenticeship program coordinator at Petaluma High School
for the California Tooling and
Machining
Apprenticeship
Association (CTMAA), an
organization that grew out of
the Northern California chapter of the National Tooling
and Machining Association
(NTMA),” said Richard F. Hunt
Sr., president and owner of
Datum Technologies and chairman of the CTMAA.
Mr. Sunia has touched so
many lives. “Today his graduates and apprentice machinists
are working in many Bay Area
shops, and some are managing them,” said Dick Herman,
president of the manufacturing
trade group 101MFG. “They
represent the next generation of
those who personify our region’s
unique strengths for precision
machining, mold-making, maintenance and tool-making.”
Due in large measure to Mr.
Sunia’s reputation, the CTMAA
is expanding its apprenticeship
program to the Laney, DeAnza
and Chabot community colleges, and is talking with Santa
Rosa Junior College about doing
the same. CTMAA is also working with 10 Northern California
counties to begin similar

programs.
Mr. Sunia’s first exposure to
machining came as a freshman
at South San Francisco High
School. This experience charted
a course for his first career.
After graduation, he became
a laborer and helper at the
Hunter’s Point Naval Shipyard.
He completed his machinist apprenticeship, and when Hunter’s
Point closed, he served as a gear
cutter at Mare Island Naval
Shipyard where he held titles
as an apprentice instructor, first
line foreman, training general
foreman and machining general
foreman in charge of machining
parts for maintaining nuclear
submarines.
Mr. Sunia spent 22 years at
Mare Island as a Civil Service
Federal employee for the
Department of Defense. When
the base closed in 1998, he
moved to McClellan Air Force
Base in Sacramento as supervisor of the tool and die pattern
shop until 2000 when the base
was decommissioned.
He retired after 31 years of
Federal service and began teaching computer science classes
at night at the Sonoma Valley
Adult School where he became
connected with the NTMA.
This organization soon asked
him to begin his second career by teaching apprentices at
Hewlett-Packard, now Agilent
Technologies’
Fountaingrove
campus.
“When I heard about the machine shop being relocated to the
Petaluma High School, I applied
and was offered the instructor‘s
position,” he said.
The city of Petaluma asked
if he was interested in making
metal benches and trash can enclosures for the community.

“We won the contract and
earned enough money to upgrade the shop with modern
Haas CNC equipment, new
lathes and tooling. Students
and apprentices are also trained
on Autodesk Inventor and
MasterCAM software,” Mr.
Sunia said. “We are fortunate
that local firms like Agilent and
GCX and many others that
donate used equipment and
tooling.”
The high school received
a grant from the Petaluma
Education Foundation enabling
us to buy a 3-D printer.
Students in the high school
machining program earn credentials through the National
Institute for Metalworking Skills.
Credentials are awarded for
safety, bench work, lathe, milling,
up through CNC operations.
Quality control personnel
at local companies inspect each
student’s work for precision
accuracy. If students meet the
requirements, they take a proctored 90-minute on-line exam.
To become part of the
CTMAA apprenticeship, participants must be working in a
machine shop with their employer funding their education.
The apprenticeship takes four
years, or 8,000 hours of documented work experience for
their employers, plus 144 hours
per year of supplemental instruction taught at the Petaluma
High School shop from 6 to 10
p.m., one night a week during
the regular school year.
Future apprentices include
graduates from other Sonoma
County high schools as well as
from a new six-week Summer
Job Camp that began this year.
Those attending the Job
Camp learn skills to qualify them

Dan Sunia, machine shop instructor
at Petaluma High School and apprenticeship program coordinator, stands
next to a new CNC simulator his students can use to practice skills. (image credit: Gary Quackenbush)
as entry-level employees for local machine shops. If successful,
they, too, can be sponsored as
apprentices by their employer.
”Our high school machining
curriculum is well rounded. We
work closely with math, science
and English teachers who support what we are doing, as we
also teach CNC operation and
other skills needed by machinists,” he added.
”Most of our graduates work
in the Bay Area. Entry-level apprentices earn $9.50 an hour
and move up to $20/hour as
journeymen,” Mr. Sunia said.
“Highly experienced machinists
who complete an apprenticeship
can earn up to $100,000 per
year.”
“Looking ahead, we’ll need
more space in the shop and
more equipment. We want to
make sure we have enough
machines for everyone and try
to keep class size under 25 for
safety reasons.”
According to Mr. Sunia,
machining is a growing market
today, because many experienced machinists are retiring.
More than 200 companies in
the North Bay have a need for
machinists.
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Searching for what’s still made in the USA
By Emanuella Grinberg, CNN

Josh Miller never gave much thought
to where his car, bed or toothpaste came
from until an aluminum plant in his
hometown of Ravenswood, West Virginia,
shut down about four years ago.
The closure left 650 people without
a job, including Miller’s father-in-law,
in a town of roughly 3,800, triggering a
familiar pattern. The unemployment rate
in Jackson County more than doubled,
businesses shuttered and Ravenswood’s
quaint downtown became a ghost town.
Miller had been vaguely aware that
American manufacturing jobs were going
away, but now he knew what that could
mean for an entire community. He wondered how an average American like him
could change the tide. Raising awareness
of what’s still made in the United States
seemed like a good start, he decided, and
embarked on a mission to live entirely off
American-made goods for 30 days.
It didn’t take long for him to discover
that it’s impossible, especially while trying to maintain a typical middle-class
existence that includes smartphones and
clothing from ubiquitous big box stores.
He made the challenge harder by hitting the road and traveling the country,
interviewing entrepreneurs and small
businesses to find out what it takes to do
business in the United States.
He documented his efforts in the film,
“Made in USA: The 30 Day Journey,”
which is being screened through independent viewings across the country.
Miller spent nights sleeping on floors
and rinsing off from a bucket of water
because he couldn’t find American beds,
shower or sinks. But the lessons learned
are as relevant as ever, especially as the
country looks for ways to boost employment and bring American manufacturing
into the 21st century, he said.
“Despite what you might hear, a lot of
entrepreneurs and small businesses are
making it work,” he said. “Our fate as a
country is tied to our economic prosperity
and given what I’ve seen I believe there’s
still room for us in the manufacturing
era.”
The challenge has now become a way
of life whenever he can help it, he said.
Checking product labels for country of

origin is now a part of his shopping routine, he said. He has also immersed himself in online communities that share information about where to find American
brands, products and companies.
“Just because you can’t live 100% off
American-made goods doesn’t mean you
can’t make a difference,” he said. “We’re
in a global economy so it doesn’t have to
be an all-or-nothing proposition. But if
you change just a little bit of your lifestyle
it can make a difference.”
The people he met shared his view that
a little bit of effort can go a long way for
small businesses trying to make it. It’s
not just a matter of blind patriotism, but
of supporting companies that model fair
business and labor practices – even if they
don’t manufacture in the United States.
“It’s not always possible to live off exclusively American made goods because
some products simply are not manufactured here and other items are not native
to our country,” said Sarah Mazzone,
founder of made in usa challenge, which
shares resources and information for buying American-made products.
“For many electronics, there is no
currently available made in USA option.
For these purchases, I suggest minimizing
your footprint as a consumer by buying
used,” she said. “Other items like oils or
certain foods may not naturally grow in
our country. For those products, I recommend buying fair-trade certified.”
Plenty of things are still made in the
United States, even though the average
American consumer doesn’t get their
hands on them on a daily basis, Gardner
Carrick with the National Association of
Manufacturers said.
Most American manufacturing jobs
focus on heavy machinery, like aircraft,
cars and supply chain parts, along with
chemicals and energy products. Still, rising costs of doing business overseas and
relatively affordable energy are making
reshoring more attractive to businesses,
Carrick said. Manufacturing has made
a “strong showing” in the last four years
in terms of employment and output, with
signs of continued growth, Carrick said.
In 2012, manufacturers contributed
$1.87 trillion to the economy, about
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11.9% of the GDP, up from $1.73 trillion
in 2011, according to NAM. For every $1
spent in manufacturing, another $1.48 is
added to the economy.
As far as consumer goods are concerned, the average American should have
no trouble finding food, beverages, paper
products or toiletries from the United
States, which Miller learned early on.
A trip to the grocery store nets a toothbrush, shaving cream and food, including
protein bars and gummy worms. That was
a source of relief for Miller, a “bacon and
eggs kind of guy” who was worried about
having to just eat fruits and vegetables for
breakfast during his 30-day experiment.
The people he met on his journey
underscored the fact that even products
made in the United States are made of
materials sourced from other countries.
A tailor in Charleston, West Virginia,
carries suiting made from British wool,
German lining and Japanese buttons
stitched together with silk thread from
China – all sewn together by “immigrants
in Chicago,” Tony the tailor tells Miller.
Miller took his challenge to more
than a dozen cities and towns on an estimated budget of $30,000, partially raised
through an Indiegogo campaign, driving
American rental cars and staying in Red
Roof hotels whenever possible to stay true
to his mission. Eventually, he reclaims his
smartphone from his friend and showers
more frequently. But he hopes the point
has been made.
“Advanced manufacturing will be the
next revolution in this country,” Miller
said. “It may not look the same as it did
in late 30s and 40s, but it will return
America to prosperity.”

MAPI Manufacturing Outlook Survey Edges Up
Manufacturing momentum is picking up after a slow stretch, according
to the quarterly Manufacturers Alliance for Productivity and Innovation
(MAPI) BusinessOutlook released today.
The survey’s composite index, a leading indicator for the manufacturing sector, advanced to 58 in June from the 56 reading in the March survey. This marks the second straight quarterly advance after 10 consecutive
quarterly declines. For the past 15 quarters, the index has remained above
the threshold of 50, the dividing line separating contraction and expansion.
“The improvements in the composite index and a number of individual indexes, though modest, are encouraging given that manufacturing
sector activity in the late winter and early spring had slowed from its pace
at the end of 2012 and early 2013,” said Donald A. Norman, Ph.D., MAPI
senior economist and survey coordinator.
In a supplemental section, participants were queried on issues concerning healthcare reform. MAPI reported current sentiment seems to
favor the status quo, with only 9% of the respondent firms indicating they
are considering eliminating healthcare plans and directing employees to
exchanges. Approximately one-third of the companies said they were considering eliminating higher-cost (“Cadillac”) healthcare options.
Close to one-fourth of the companies have considered or are considering plans in which premiums paid by employees vary with their level of
compensation.
Individual Indexes
The composite business outlook index is based on a weighted sum of
the prospective U.S. shipments, backlog orders, inventory, and profit margin indexes. In addition to the composite index, which in this survey reflects the views of 54 senior manufacturing executives, the report includes
13 individual indexes that are split between current business conditions
and forward looking prospects.
Current Business Condition Indexes:
∙Backlog orders index, which compares the second quarter 2013 backlog of orders with that of one year earlier, jumped to 54 in June from 43 in
the March report.
∙Current orders index, a comparison of expected orders in the second
quarter of 2013 with those in the same quarter one year ago, improved to
53 from 47.

∙Inventory Index,based on a comparison of inventory levels in the second quarter of 2013 with those in the second quarter of 2012, advanced to
51 in June from 48 in March.
∙Capacity utilization index,which measures the percentage of firms
operating above 85 percent of capacity, rose marginally to 21.2 percent in
June from 20.7 percent in March. It is still below the long-term average of
32 percent.
∙Export orders index, which compares exports in the second quarter of
2013 with those in the same quarter in 2012, remained flat at 45.
∙Profit margin index fell to 56 in June from 62 in March.
Forward Looking Indexes:
There were increases in five of the seven forward looking indexes.
∙Interest rate expectations index climbed to 81 from 58, indicating that
a growing majority of respondents believe that longer-term interest rates
will rise by the end of the third quarter of 2013.
∙Prospective U.S. shipments index, which reflects expectations for third
quarter 2013 shipments compared with those in the third quarter of 2012,
rose to 67 in June from 61 in March.
∙Prospective non-U.S. shipments index, which measures expectations
for shipments abroad by foreign affiliates of U.S. firms for the same time
frame, advanced to 60 in the current report from 53 in the March survey.
∙Research and development spending index was 73 in the June report,
an increase from 68 in March, and compared spending for the years 2012
and 2013.
The two investment indexes were split. The U.S. investment index is
based on executives’ expectations regarding domestic capital investment
for 2013 compared to 2012. The index was 65 in June, a slight increase
from 64 in the March survey. The non-U.S. investment index declined to
53 in the current report from 62 in March.
A minor area of concern, MAPI noted, was the annual orders index,
which is based on a comparison of expected orders for all of 2013 with
orders in 2012; it decreased to 64 in June from 74 in March but remains
at a relatively high level.

K Street lobbyists storm Capitol Hill
offices to rescue tax breaks
By Kevin Bogardus and Bernie Becker, The Hill

It’s game time for tax lobbyists on Capitol Hill.
After years of planning, hired guns for industry are prowling the congressional corridors, going door to door in search of senators who will
fight for tax breaks and deductions that are at risk of being wiped from
the code.
The stakes couldn’t be higher for K Street firms or their clients, who
fear being on the short end if a tax reform bill emerges in Congress —
and losing millions of dollars in the process.
“This is and should be the most-lobbied piece of legislation there is
because it’s going to have such a broad effect,” said Dorothy Coleman,
the National Association of Manufacturers’ vice president of tax and do-

mestic economic policy.
Top Senate tax-writers opened the lobbying floodgates last month
when they announced that each of their colleagues should make the case
for which tax breaks they think should be inserted back into a strippeddown code.
While many are skeptical that the “blank slate” approach from Senate
Finance Committee Chairman Max Baucus (D-Mont.) and ranking
member Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-Utah) will succeed, K Street’s tax operatives are leaving nothing to chance.
Lobbyists are pounding the pavement and reaching out to allies and
CONTINUED ON — p52
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staffers to ensure that they have a spot on the
tax reform wish lists that senators send in.
“We are going to talk to all of them [senators]. I think some of the groups are doing the
same,” said Jamie Gregory, deputy chief lobbyist for the National Association of Realtors.
“Our objective will be to be on more than one
senator’s
request
list.”
Senators in both
parties say their offices and phone lines
have been jammed
since Baucus and
Hatch issued their
challenge. Members
of the tax-writing
Senate
Finance
Committee in particular are being
lavished with attention.
“Obviously, there’s an awful lot of people
who have a stake in the tax code,” said Sen.
John Thune (S.D.), a member of GOP leadership and Finance Committee member. “So
you can’t blame them for wanting to get on the
record and convey the interest they have.”
Lawmakers also said they started hearing
from constituents about tax reform when they
returned home for the Independence Day recess, and the interest has yet to wane.
“There’s a bunch of them,” Sen. Dan Coats
(R-Ind.) said after being asked which tax provisions are important to his state. “And I’m
obviously hearing from everybody in Indiana.”
One key challenge for the tax lobbyists this
week was figuring out which senators were
worth talking to.
While some senators are enthusiastic about
diving into the code, others have balked at the
letter-writing exercise. Several high-ranking
Republicans suggested they would keep their
distance until they have assurances that scrapping tax breaks would be used solely to lower
rates, and not also to reduce the deficit, as
many Democrats want.
“Until they [senators] have an idea of what
will be the premise of tax reform — whether
it will be revenue neutral or revenue raising
— it’s difficult for them to put themselves out
there for any one or for several tax expenditure
items,” said Micah Green, a partner at Patton
Boggs.
“Not knowing the premise adds to the risk
of putting yourself out there and defending
some tax expenditures and not others,” Green
said.
Time is running short for lobbyists hoping
to get on the tax reform train.
Baucus and Hatch’s deadline for submit-

ting the tax reform requests is next Friday,
leaving lobbyists with just a few days to stitch
together coalitions of senators who back their
favored provisions.
“The Senate has put a timeline on it. They
want it done by July 26, so we are hustling,”
said Gregory with the Realtors. “If you have
more people supporting your position, the better off
you are.”
Gregory said his
office has been talking with lawmakers
and staffers about
the mortgage interest deduction — one
of the most expensive and popular
breaks in the code
— and other tax issues.
Other lobbyists said they are making a
beeline to Capitol Hill ahead of the looming
deadline.
John Guzik, a partner at The Franklin
Partnership, is looking out for a number of tax
provisions on behalf of his small manufacturer
clients, such as the research and development
tax credit and bonus depreciation.
“Because of the July 26th deadline, we are
just going back to remind them, from a 30,000
foot level, that there has to be comprehensive
reform as well as certainty. And then we explain the tax credits and incentives utilized by
small manufacturers and how they boost job
creation,” he said. “We are not saying to them
support X — all of these credits are good. But
if you are going to lower the rates, know the
impact and know what credits are good for the
economy and job creation.”
Baucus has promised to keep senators’
tax letters private, which could help with the
process.
“By calling it private, it’s sending a signal
that [the senators] don’t run the risk of offending certain constituency groups that you
don’t mention in your letter. But private in
Washington doesn’t necessarily mean confidential,” said Green, of Patton Boggs.
Senators could face blowback from key
supporters if they don’t go to bat for certain
tax breaks. Given the number of people and
groups involved, it’s likely that many of the tax
reform letters will leak to the press.
Sen. Ben Cardin (D-Md.) said senators
have good reason to be cautious about putting
their mark on the blank slate.
“Whenever I write a letter, I assume it’s going to be public,” Cardin said last week. “So I
always write it with the idea that it’s going to
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get public one day.”
Some on K Street remain pessimistic that
tax reform will move this year, but nonetheless
say they have to defend clients’ priorities before
it’s too late.
Green said the blank slate should be a
“wake-up call for Main Street as much as for
K Street.”
“Even if legislation is not passed this year,
preliminary judgments are being made about
your preferred tax expenditures,” Green said.
“The time to have input is now.”

U.S. manufacturing
resumes expansion
By Emily Jane Fox, CNN

U.S. manufacturing activity expanded
in June after it had contracted the previous
month, according to a report releasedMonday.
The Institute for Supply Management’s
monthly index on the U.S. manufacturing
sector came in at 50.9 in June, up from 49
in May. Any number above 50 indicates the
sector is expanding.
The number beat the 50.5 that economists
surveyed by Briefing.com were expecting.
Manufacturers saw a jump in new orders,
which rose by 3%, and production, which
climbed 5%.
But employment in the sector suffered a
blow in June. The report showed that manufacturing employment contracted for the first
time since September 2009.
This could be a worrisome sign ahead of
the monthly employment report on the U.S.
job market that is due out Friday.
While survey respondents noted that June
sales appeared to have rebounded and that
business is improving, some noted that the
expansion they are seeing is slow.
“Slow growth continues to choke the recovery,” one chemical products manufacturer
said. “We are not out of the woods yet by any
stretch of the imagination.”
While the U.S. saw slight improvement in
June, the state of global manufacturing is less
certain. Two separate reports on the Chinese
manufacturing sector pointed to a slowdown.
Both an HSBC survey and the official Chinese
statistics bureau’s purchasing manager’s index
showed that manufacturing declined in June
from a month prior.

More Than 700 Employers are Now Participating!
The Campaign Year-End Goal is 1,000...
Will You Help Spread the Word to Employers?

erforAmerica.org
https://twitter.com/USJobs4USHeroes
https://www.facebook.com/AmericanJobsforAmericasHeroes
http://americanjobsforamericasheroes.blogspot.com/
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ors need the incoming postings to match with vets as quickly as
possible.
How can you help? First, you can share this email with friends,
neighbors and relatives who may run companies that need to hire
great employees. Second, if you work for a company, share this
email with your HR staff or manager and ask them to look into the

campaign and register online to post jobs. No fees of any kind!
Employers of all sizes from 10 to 100,000 employees are posting
jobs for the Guard. Just about every industry is represented too!
Center for America, which is managing this nonprofit campaign, is working in alliance with the Army National Guard under
a Memorandum of Understanding signed by Lt. General William
Ingram, Director of the Army National Guard. Our campaign is
funded by foundations and Phillips 66, our lead corporate sponsor -- we receive no government funding. 98 business associations
across the country are publicizing the campaign with their members.
Register to post jobs here -- no cost to employers or applicants -http://www.CenterForAmerica.org/register.html
Download Campaign Flyer
I hope you’ll look closely at this campaign and then decide to
help spread the word. Visit our website for plenty of details and
background information. Feel free to call or email me with your
questions. We’re happy to provide references.
The National Guard is vital to our communities -- responding
to more than 100 natural disasters in the last couple of years. The
Army National Guard represents 40% of our total army force and
the Air National Guard operates 17 of 18 home air defense centers.
The 460,000+ men and women in the National Guard are always
there for us and now they need our help -- and yours -- to match
up with good jobs while they serve as active members of the Guard!

Sandvik Coromant’s ‘Journey of Discovery’ at
EMO includes launch that will redefine
metal cutting productivity
Sandvik Coromant, the world’s leading producer of cutting tools
for the metal cutting industry, will offer a ‘Journey of Discovery’ at
EMO 2013, Sept. 16-21 in Hannover, Germany. One innovative
technology launch in particular will set new standards for metal
cutting performance. EMO visitors are invited to join Sandvik
Coromant at the company’s Smart Hub (Hall 5, booth B20) at 2:00
p.m. on Sept. 17 for the unveiling of this new tool generation.
“What will you Discover?” will be the theme of the 5,700-sq.-ft.
Smart Hub, where a truly international team of Sandvik Coromant
specialists will be based throughout the event. Visitors will be able
to explore the latest drilling, milling and turning technologies, as
well as find out about important manufacturing industry trends.
A yellow ‘Discovery Line’ will act as a guide through the booth
and a number of key Sandvik Coromant solutions, including the
new generation of tooling technology, the latest developments in
high-pressure coolant (HPC) applications, and toolholders for

sliding-head lathes.
Elsewhere in the Smart Hub, there will be several displays relating to specific industry sectors and applications. For example, there
will be special areas for hard part turning (HPT) in the automotive
sector and details of solutions for the aerospace and energy industries. New gear milling technologies and the use of Silent Tools in
drilling applications will also be showcased.
Continuing the theme of innovation, Sandvik Coromant’s president, Klas Forsström, will be giving a lecture on attracting brilliant
minds to the next generation of machining at this year’s VDMA
Congress. This event, concurrent with EMO, is themed ‘Inspired
by Technology.’ Forsström’s lecture will take place on Sept. 17 as
well, at 12:15 p.m.
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Nuts, Bolts and Thingamajigs introduces teens to manufacturing
By Sue Austreng , ABC Newspapers

Teenage campers learned, practiced and put to use newly-acquired
manufacturing skills during a summer manufacturing camp staged at
Anoka Technical College the week of June 24.
Nuts, Bolts and Thingamajigs gave the 13-15-year-old campers
hands-on experience with a variety of manufacturing skills, including
metal fabrication, welding, metal casting and metal finishing.
With the elimination of manufacturing courses in today’s K-12
schools, Nuts, Bolts and Thingamajigs Camp was designed to expose
and engage middle school students in learning about manufacturing
skills and career opportunities.
“Back when I was in school, industrial arts was required. We
learned this stuff. But now with the bad economy, budget cuts had
to be made and – sure enough – shop class got cut,” said Jon Olson,
co-organizer of the camp at Anoka Technical College.
According to Olson, the Nuts, Bolts and Thingamajigs Camp is
important because “people in manufacturing are crying out for a
pipeline of people who can do this work.”
Nick Graff, director of the advanced technology center at the technical college, seconded that. “Minnesota has a chronic need for workers to fill skilled manufacturing jobs, which pay well and will help the
state maintain its competitive edge in the global economy,” he said.
Since the response of metro-area students was so strong, 21 camp
participants were selected based on essays they had written describing
why they wanted to attend.
“I just love this stuff and I know I’d be good at it,” said Ian Scheele

of North Branch, describing his desire to attend the camp.
Other campers expressed similar interest, some noting that one or
both of their parents worked in manufacturing and they wanted to get
in on it, too.
In addition to metal casting and finishing, Nuts, Bolts and
Thingamajigs campers also learned about 3D drawing and printing,
machine tools and welding, and manufactured a variety of products
they could take home and use.
Campers used the same 3D CAD software the professionals use to
create their own designs and used a 3D printer to create a prototype
of CAD designs.
A visit to the Bakken Museum and a tour of the manufacturing
plant at Pentair were also part of the week-long camp experience.
Nuts, Bolts and Thingamajigs (offered for just the second time at
Anoka Technical College) is part of the I AM the Future Summer
Manufacturing Camp series, made possible by funding and donations from the Foundation of the Fabricators and Manufacturers
Association, International, Anoka Technical College Foundation,
Anoka Technical College/Anoka-Ramsey Community CollegeProfessional and Workforce Training, Anoka-Ramsey Community
College-Biomedical Technology Program, Minnesota Precision
Manufacturing Association Education Foundation, Pentair and
Minnesota Center or Engineering and Manufacturing Excellence.
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DID YOU KNOW?
GUIDE TO MEMBER SERVICES

NTMA Members Have Access to Industry Benchmarking Data?
Based on a nationwide survey of NTMA
members, NTMA collects benchmarking
data annually, to produce statistical reports
for the precision custom manufacturing
industry.
WAGE & FRINGE BENEFIT
This annual report provides comprehensive, up-to-date wage and fringe benefit
statistics (Analysis based on hourly employees by region, low to high wages and job
description).
Wage:
• Manual Machining Operations
• CNC Operations
• Manufacturing Support
• Overtime & Premium Pay Policies
• Safety Policies
Fringe Benefits:
• Insurance
• Disability
• Retirement
• 401k Matching
• Leave (Vacation/Sick/Holidays, etc.)
• Education Assistance
• Childcare…And much more!
Mailed Annually in September – Return
Deadline November 1

Member Testimonial
“The Wage and Fringe Benefit report helps keep us
competitive and the OCEC report lets us compare
our P&L statement with other companies like ours
and gives us an idea of where we should be as we
grow.”
Michigan Member

Member Testimonial
“As a small business owner, it’s difficult to keep
up with wage and benefit packages of different
shops from around the country. The biggest value
of NTMA is the wage and fringe report we receive.
It has enabled us to remain competitive with
skilled labor rates.”
Missouri Member

OPERATING COST & EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION (OCEC)
This annual report is designed to provide
comprehensive, yet straightforward guidelines
for analyzing profitability, as well as provides
resources to evaluate, plan, and better manage
your businesses (Analysis by region, company
sales volume and line of business).
Operating Costs:
• Introduction
• Hourly Employee Wage Summary
• Regional Analysis
• Sales Volume Analysis
• Line of Business Analysis
• Annual Wage and Benefit Summary
• Sample
• Worksheet
Executive Compensation:
• Introduction, Overview & Summary
• Regional Analysis
• Demographics
• By Sales Volume Category
• By Industry Classification
Mailed Annually in February – Return Deadline
May 1
Participants of these Statistical Reports Receive:
• Full Report (Wage & Fringe and
OCEC)
• Personalized
Performance
Analysis
Report (OCEC)
• Chapter Report for results on a more
regional or local level (OCEC)
Participant Support:
The value of these two statistical reports is
based on the number of participants, so please
help us ensure that they are as informative and
as representative of the industry as possible by
participating annually.
• Participants (both reports): FREE
• Non-Participant Fees: $125 Wage &
Fringe/$500 OCEC
For more information contact Vicki
Satterfield at vsatterfield@ntma.org or
800-248-6862
Member Testimonial
“The OCEC Report was used by our attorney to get a
$500,000 IRS assessment thrown out.”
California Member

Member Testimonial
“The NTMA OCEC Report gives me the average of multiple balance sheets in my direct field by size of
company. These comparisons can guide you toward
your best cost savings and maximum profit. Use
them when you apply for a loan and the information will knock the socks off your banker.”
Washington MO Member

CALENDAR OF
EVENTS
EMO Hanover 2013
September 16-21, 2013
Hanover, Germany

MFG. Day
October 4, 2013
Across America

Fall conference - boston
Omni Hotel
October 16-19, 2013
Boston, MA

The MFG
March 5-8 2014
Arizona Biltmore

Hannover Messe Trade Show
April 7–11, 2014
Hannover, Germany
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2013

2013 Fall Conference

Fall Conference

October 16th - 19th,
Boston, MA
Omni Parker House
The Omni Parker House, Boston, MA
60 School Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Registration discounts available for first timers and per diems . Watch for deadlines
• First timers defined as “Not attending a National Conference in the last 3 years”
• Register by August 23rd: Registration fees $250. (Limited number available)
• Register by September 8th: Conference fees = $550. (Limited number available)
• Per diem options available for New England Chapter members for $475 per day
(Contact Erin Peterman for more information: epeterman@ntma.org)
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